Yewstock School
Curriculum

How we ensure that throughout each year and
across all subjects, pupils make sustained and
substantial progress so that they have a strong
foundation on which to build their future.
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Intent
The Yewstock Curriculum
“A special place for everyone to learn, achieve and be valued.”
At Yewstock School, we are committed to providing a curriculum which prepares our
children and young people for a happy, productive and fulfilled adult life. We have high
aspirations and encourage every person, pupil or staff member, to strive for
excellence. Our curriculum promotes pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development and prepares them for life in modern Britain. We nurture independence
and endeavour to provide skills which can transfer into all areas of pupils’ lives, now
and in the future.
Our curriculum is broad and balanced and retains the statutory elements of the
National Curriculum (with the exception of modern foreign languages) through
innovative and inspirational teaching which is tailored to meet the needs of the
individual. All of our pupils have Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs), which help
to inform provision. The outcomes are agreed with pupils, parents, school staff and,
where appropriate, other professionals; these are broken into small steps or ‘ACE
Targets’ which are woven throughout the curriculum on a daily basis.
Pupils are placed in needs-led groups. The classes are either taught by their class
teacher for the majority of the timetable with specialist teacher input where
appropriate, or for others, by a range of subject specialists. The time allocation given
to each curriculum area is determined by the needs of the class, for example children
with certain needs may follow a sensory-led curriculum, whereas those who are able
to may spend more time on a range of National Curriculum subjects.
The curriculum is divided into four Curriculum Areas to cover all the subjects:
Key Skills to include English (Literacy and Communication), Mathematics (Numeracy),
Science and Information & Communication Technology including online safety.
Personal and Physical Development to include ACE Targets, Personal, Social, Health,
Citizenship Education (including awareness of keeping safe), Relationship and Sex
Education, Life Skills and Food Technology and Physical Education and Sports.
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Creative Arts to include Music, Art and Design Technology which is supplemented with
extracurricular opportunities to extend knowledge and understanding and improve
skills.
Knowledge and Understanding of the World which promotes equality and fosters
greater understanding of others to include Humanities (Geography and History),
Religious Education, Careers Education and keeping safe from extremism and
radicalisation.

In addition, we have a Learning Resource Centre to support with one to one and small
group learning interventions. Further support is available, where appropriate, through
Speech & Language, Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, and Swifts Learning
Disability Service (the latter three provided by the NHS). Learning takes place in the
classroom, in the school grounds, out in the local community and on school trips
further afield in preparation for adulthood. We use local swimming facilities,
hydrotherapy and riding for the disabled (RDA). Our older students benefit from
community visits, our college flat and a local day centre to help with independent living
skills. Other opportunities include our work-related learning programme, and ACE
lessons (Activities Centred on EHCPs) which focus on helping individuals to achieve
their life-goals.
At Key Stage 4 and 5 our pupils work towards accredited courses such as Entry Level
qualifications in English, Maths and Science, and OCR Life and Living Skills as well as
having opportunities to gain certificates in areas such as First Aid and Food Hygiene.
Our curriculum strives to be responsive to
each learner, and build on individual
strengths and interests. We do our utmost
to ensure that every pupil makes the best
progress they can whilst providing the
highest standards of care and nurture so
that they develop into mentally healthy and
well-rounded individuals with an interest in
the world around them, a passion for
learning and a strong foundation on which
they can progress into adulthood with the
ability to make choices and have control.
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Curriculum Vision Development
The Yewstock Curriculum originates from our partnership working between
pupils, parents and teachers. It is delivered through exceptional teaching and
learning, pupil engagement, accurate assessment, cumulative and coherent
progression and a focus on personal development. We consider it to be creative
and emphasise that every moment is a learning opportunity.
Person-centred approaches run through the core of Yewstock School; we put pupils
first to enable personal growth, development of specific interests and abilities and
emotional well-being. Every pupil cultivates resilience, individuality and ambition.
We have developed our curriculum after gathering the views of our pupils and
where possible we adapt what we do when our Pupil Voice identifies an area for
growth or a new initiative.
We encourage collaboration between parents and carers, the community and
other agencies to provide individualised learning that meets our pupils’ cognitive,
communication, social, emotional and physical needs.
Yewstock School also promotes the fundamental British values of democracy, the
rule of law, individual liberty and respect and tolerance for others. Opportunities
for developing social, moral, spiritual and cultural awareness are woven throughout
each day. As such, our curriculum vision has been shaped by the wider community.
We endeavour to deliver a curriculum that prepares our young people for the next
stage of life so that they have a successful transition into adulthood in order that
they can be included in modern British society as independently as is appropriate
to the individual.
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Cultural Capital at Yewstock School
The understanding of ‘knowledge and cultural capital’ is derived from the following
wording in the national curriculum:
‘It is the essential knowledge that pupils need to be educated citizens, introducing
them to the best that has been thought and said and helping to engender an
appreciation of human creativity and achievement.’
Ofsted School Inspection Handbook 2019
At Yewstock, we relate cultural capital to ‘Personal Development’. We believe that in
order for children to develop and discover talents, build character and resilience, and
learn about British values, we should strive to provide pupils with access to the
experiences and skills necessary to equip them for life.
In addition to providing educational experiences and qualifications, we expose our
pupils to a wide range of cultural experiences: good quality reading materials, trips
out, visiting performers, access to arts education and sporting events, to name a few.
We endeavour to develop language skills and socially appropriate behaviours,
mannerisms and preferences. Our teaching of emotional awareness and skills such as
empathy or sympathy are woven throughout our curriculum and are integral to
Yewstock’s ethos and values. Furthermore, careers education across the school helps
to develop knowledge and raise aspiration, as well as teaching marketable skills, e.g.
ICT or Food Hygiene. Through our assemblies and numerous events, we celebrate
religious festivals and promote understanding of traditions, in both high and popular
culture, which generate a sense of belonging to the school, the local and wider
community and globally.
Fewer than 10% of children in England attend
special schools; therefore 90% are exposed to
the cultural capital of mainstream education.
When our pupils leave us, we want them to be
able to relate to their mainstream peers and
work colleagues. Ultimately, if we provide our
children and young people with knowledge of
life in modern Britain, the tools to have choice
and control as an adult, and we give them
experiences which raise aspirations and develop
talents, it will enable them to have a fair chance
of equality and achieving success.
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Curriculum Overview
Pupils at Yewstock School follow a multi-faceted curriculum which is
highly personalised in nature, meeting individuals at their
developmental level and their particular learning priority. We also
differentiate according to individual learning preference. We
prioritise working towards outcomes from individual’s Education,
Health and Care Plans (EHCPs). Below are some ways in which the
four EHC areas of need are addressed via the Yewstock Curriculum.
Cognition and Learning
Communication and Interaction
Core and foundation National
Morning routines
Curriculum Subjects
SALT programmes
Semi-formal Curriculum
Picture Exchange Communication
Read, Write, Inc. (phonics)
System (PECS)
TEACCH (structured teaching)
Intensive interaction
Shape-coding
Augmentative and alternative
Forest School
communication (AAC) including
PODD, iPad (e.g. Proloquo2go)
and switch use
Social, Emotional and Mental
Physical and Sensory
Health
Celebration assemblies
Physiotherapy programmes
Keeping safe including online
Sensory circuits
safety programme
TACPAC
Structured playtimes
Hydrotherapy
Community engagement
Physical Education
Educational Visits
Horticulture
SMSC and British Values
Physical Education (PE)
Class and Whole School reward
Horse riding
systems
Swimming
Work Experience
Sensory boxes
Mindfulness
Neurolinguistic Programming
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Curriculum Progression (also see Judging Progress page 20)
EYFS

Development Matters in Early Years
Pre-Key Stage Levels for ENG and MATHS

Pupils making good progress (≥1
level each year) move onto the
Yewstock Formal Route

Primary

Pupils making slower progress (≤ 1
level each year) move onto the
Yewstock Semi-formal Route

Pupils making good progress (1 level
each year) stay on the Yewstock
Formal Route. Individual Semi-formal
domains can be added to this route if
needed.

Pupils making slower progress (≤1 level
each year) stay on the Yewstock Semiformal Route. Individual areas of Formal
Route can be added to this route.

Pupils making slower progress stay
on the Yewstock Semi-formal Route
which includes accreditation (Equals
Moving On).

Pupils making good progress stay on
the Yewstock Formal Route which
includes AQA and WJEC Entry Level
accreditation.

Key Stage 4

Pupils making good progress stay on
the Yewstock Formal Route. Semiformal domains can be added to this
route if needed e.g. C+I targets.

Key Stage 3

Pupils stay on the Yewstock Semi-formal
Route. Individual areas of Formal Route
can be added if needed e.g. Maths

At Key Stage 5, pupils follow OCR Life
and Living Skills, Choices Careers
Education, Yew2Work Diaries and
Employability Skills Profile.

Post 16/ Key Stage 5

Pupils can stay at Yewstock College
when they are not ready to move to
Further Education College.
For some
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Implementation
Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
Learning is organised through the three prime areas of learning: personal, social and
emotional development; communication and language; and physical development.,
along with four specific areas of learning: literacy; mathematics; expressive arts and
design; and understanding the world.
Some children join us at the beginning of their school life by entering our Nursery
provision and following Development Matters (see below). Many others have already
attended a mainstream Nursery and then transfer to us following a statutory
assessment of their learning needs. They may join us in Reception or Year 1 without
the foundation they need to make good or outstanding progress. Therefore, we have
made our Nursery Provision available to children in Nursey 1 and 2, and Reception and
Year 1 to ensure that if it is needed they can follow Development Matters curriculum
until they reach Year 2.

Development Matters
Development Matters was produced by Early Education with support from the
Department for Education. It is non-statutory guidance which supports the Nursery
Manager to implement the requirements of the Statutory Framework for the EYFS.
All those working to support the early learning of children use Development Matters
as part of daily observation, assessment and planning. It is also used as a guide to
making best-fit summative judgements, to demonstrate where the child’s
development is. The age/stage bands overlap because these are not fixed age
boundaries but suggest a typical range; however, it is important to remember that
children with additional learning needs develop at their own rates and in their own
ways. The development statements and their order are not necessary steps for every
child and should not be used as checklists.
For guidance on your child’s learning and development in the Early Years Foundation
Stage, please follow the link below:
https://www.foundationyears.org.uk/files/2015/04/4Children_ParentsGuide_2015_FINAL_WEBv2.pdf
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Yewstock Semi-formal Curriculum
Some of our pupils have a range of complex learning needs and they need a different
kind of curriculum. When designing this curriculum, the Curriculum Focus Group and
Parent Groups decided that it was essential to use the outcomes from Education,
Health and Care Plans to direct the learning of our most complex pupils.
Therefore, we have organised the Semi-formal curriculum into five domains.

The Five Domains

CL

• Cognition and Learning
• Communication and Interaction

SP

PfA

CI

• Social, Emotional and Mental Health
• Sensory and Physical

SE

• Preparation for Adulthood

We have included more challenging targets so that we have scope to extend pupils in
one or more of the domains. For example, a pupil with autism and moderate learning
difficulties may follow the Formal Curriculum for the majority of time, but they may
also need to develop areas covered by the Communication and Interaction domain
from the Semi-formal Curriculum.

Phase 1 – 5
The domains are divided into ability levels or ‘phases’, of which there are 5:

•
•
•
•
•

Phase 1 roughly correlates to the previously used Progress Levels (P-Levels)
P1(i)-P2(ii)
Phase 2 roughly correlates to P2(i)-P3(ii)
Phase 3 roughly correlates to P3(ii)-P6
Phase 4 roughly correlates to P5-P8
Phase 5 roughly correlates to Stage 1-2 of the National Curriculum

(see Appendix 1 for the attainment targets for each of the phases for the five domains)
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Yewstock Formal Curriculum
Key Stage 1 and 2
Once our children progress from EYFS (Nursery), our Primary Department is organised
into 6 classes. Depending on the current cohort, some children are grouped by need,
for example a class with children with complex Autism who respond better to a
TEACCH approach to learning; others are placed with pupils or the same age or stage
of development. Most pupils stay within a Key Stage which matches their age.
Research (see Education Endowment Fund) into how the brain works shows that
learning is a process of integration; connecting facts and ideas across subjects helps to
construct meaning to support pupils to become effective learners. Developing the skills
to communicate that meaning further consolidates learning. Therefore, our Primary
Department has organised the curriculum into theme-based topics.
(See Appendix 2 for the Primary Curriculum Map and Topics.)

Key Stage 3
Key Stage 3 is crucial in enabling our pupils to embed the learning habits that will
ensure success in future studies and personal development, for example, learning how
to learn effectively (metacognition), developing independence and resilience and
extending interests and aspirations.
Our Key Stage 3 Department is split into two cohorts of pupils, those following the
formal curriculum and those following the semi-formal curriculum. Pupils follow the
curriculum which best meets their needs and accommodates their learning
preferences most effectively, but we encourage and provide opportunity for any pupil
to access different activities across the two curricula, depending on their needs or
ability within that area. Pupils have access to specific and specialised learning
opportunities in a broad range of subjects and learning experiences from specialist
teachers who focus on providing learning opportunities tailored to get the best from
each pupil. We also use Key Stage 3 to transition pupils over to Yewstock College site,
with some lessons taking part at the college.
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Alongside the curriculum, we centre our approaches on developing the
communication and interaction, social, emotional and mental health, sensory and
physical development and self-help and independence of all individuals.
(See Appendix 3 for Key Stage 3 Curriculum Map.)

14-19
In the 14-19 Department at the college, supporting our students in preparing for
adulthood is ultimately what drives our curriculum. We aim to equip our young people
with the tools needed for ensuring good health, friendships, relationships and
community involvement, independent living and employment and occupation. In both
Key Stage 4 and 5 there is a focus on essential areas such as: personal care and
wellness, life and independent living skills, interventions, careers education and
transitions. In addition, Study Programme routes are needs-led and offer lessons in
core subjects as well as a variety of additional subjects either led by subject specialists
or embedded into daily curriculum. Students follow a curriculum which provides them
with recognition and accreditation for their achievements and prepares them for adult
life with a focus on developing themselves, skills for independence and employability.

Key Stage 4
Teaching and learning in Key Stage 4 follow routes that either include a broad and
varied topic-led Equals Moving On curriculum resulting in Unit or Subject certificates
or accreditation in ASDAN, AQA and WJEC exam boards for subjects such as: Maths,
English, Science, ICT, Art, DT, Music and Preparing for Work. All Key Stage 4 students
take part in Pathways for Careers Education. Depending on need, some Key Stage 4
students will leave Yewstock for Foundation Skills college courses, Apprenticeships or
other training or employment. Some Key Stage 4 students will stay on at Yewstock in
our Post 16 Department for further support with key skills and independence.
(See Appendix 4 for Key Stage 4 Curriculum Map.)

Key Stage 5
All students in Key Stage 5 follow the OCR Life and Living Skills curriculum and take part
in various community and Careers Education related activities called Choices. OCR
units include topics such as: Numeracy, Communication, Environment and Community,
Home Management, Personal Skills and World of Work. Completion of these units
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result in Entry Level qualifications as either Awards, Certificates or Diplomas. Teaching
and learning is individualised and ranges from sensory-based activities to independent
work. Students may stay in Post 16 at Yewstock for 1-3 years, dependent on individual
need. After Post 16, students move on to a range of placements including day centres
and bespoke care packages to Foundation Skills courses at local colleges to
volunteering and employment placements.
(See Appendix 5 for Key Stage 5 Curriculum Map.)

Personal Development
Progress Towards EHCP Outcomes - Rationale for ACE Lessons
ACE = ACTIVITIES CENTRED ON EHCPs

ACE
Target
Targ
A large part of our curriculum is to ensure that outcomes are central to an individual’s
learning programme. In addition, the outcomes pupils work towards drive our
curriculum forward, for example, if several pupils have a specific outcome which is not
covered through our curriculum we would alter our offer. EHC plan outcomes
represent the key areas for success, so it follows that we focus on them.
Therefore, every week (first thing Monday for most) we dedicate a lesson with the
class teacher/form tutor to making sure ALL pupils have time to work on activities
relating to outcomes. This includes, where possible, the pupils setting targets for
themselves and learning to take little steps towards a goal. ACE Targets form part of
the individual education plans or ‘Learning Journeys’ each pupil has.
We also use this time for preparing for Person Centred Reviews, such as helping pupils
to develop views and sharing them. Staff help pupils think about 'WHAT'S IMPORTANT
NOW' / 'WHAT'S IMPORTANT IN THE FUTURE' so that they know that school is only
one step on their life-long-learning journey. This contributes towards powerful and
holistic annual reviews in which the pupils are meaningfully involved.
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Interventions
At Yewstock, our pupils join us at many different ages. We have a number of pupils
who transfer to us from mainstream education who have been unable to access the
curriculum. In addition, due to the variety of learning profiles, some of our existing
pupils may need a boost in a specific area. For these pupils we provide something
which is additional in the form of our Learning Resource Centre, in which a bespoke
intervention programme is delivered either 1:1 or in a small group. Currently our
interventions focus on removing barriers to learning including literacy and numeracy
boosters, emotional wellbeing such as Drawing and Talking, developing interaction
such social communication groups and physio programmes including Rebound
Therapy. This provision evolves to meet the needs of the current cohort.

Careers
The intent of our Careers Education, Information, Advice & Guidance (CEIAG)
programme is to focus on the needs of our students, nurture aspirations, and to help
them to recognise and develop knowledge and skills for their own personal career
journey. Yewstock School & College has always emphasised the importance of
developing skills for working life and we believe it is never too early to begin exploring
opportunities for future meaningful occupation. Yewstock’s Careers Education
provision supports our pupils in developing skills and qualities needed to be as
independent as possible for the transition into adulthood. In Careers Education, this is
accomplished by focusing on three key areas: Developing Yourself, World of Work and
Employability Skills. These strands are taught through a variety of approaches
appropriate to the needs and abilities of the students and through a whole-school
structure differing by Key Stage.
Our whole-school objectives are for all to:
•
develop a sense of self and a sense of the working world around us;
•
identify and investigate a range of work opportunities available and what skills
and qualities are needed for them;
•
encounter a range of work experiences that show what we like/don’t like and
what we are good at/need to improve;
•
receive information, advice and guidance from staff, outside agencies and
employers;
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•

make informed choices and decisions about future occupation.

The structure of Careers Education at Yewstock is implemented in various ways based
on need, ability and Key Stage. Our Careers Education groups are:
Careers Discoveries: EYFS & Primary
In Early Years & Primary, pupils are encouraged to make discoveries; staff guide and
support children to discover a sense of self, the world around them and their place in
it. They develop valuable career-related skills, the essential building blocks needed in
a variety of employment settings and occupations. They include: self-confidence and
self-awareness, managing relationships, conflict and situations, communication,
people and communities, technology and functional skills. Pupils are also introduced
to the concept of ‘work’ and ‘jobs’ through role-play, educational visits and events.
Careers Explorations: Key Stage 3
In Key Stage 3 pupils begin to make explorations about the meaning of work and
careers. Pupils access Careers Education through activities in either Vocational Skills
units in Equals: Moving On lessons or weekly Work Related Learning lessons. They are
introduced to a variety of topics such as communication, problem solving and
teamwork as well as health and safety, taking responsibility, developing skills and
mentoring. These skills prepare pupils for further career exploration in Key Stage 4.
Careers Pathways: Key Stage 4
In Key Stage 4 students access a range of pathways to work; students complete
Vocational Skills units in Equals: Moving On lessons and/or take part in Work Related
Learning lessons two afternoons per week. Learning focuses on occupations,
employability and enterprise. This is delivered through a series of workshops which
cover a range of occupations. Students take part in several different workshop sessions
to suit their ability and their interest. We aim to support students in developing an
awareness of self and discovering the purpose and value of working. The purpose of
Pathways is to give our young people exposure to the world around them so that they
are better able to make well-informed, realistic choices about their future and lead
productive, fulfilled lives as adults. Year 11 students who are able to work
independently also take part in a two-week work experience in their own local
community Monday through Friday during working hours. This is set up in cooperation
with parents and carers through a local work experience partnership service. This
opportunity allows students to experience a real-life employment.
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Careers Choices: Key Stage 5
In Key Stage 5, staff, professionals and parents and carers support students with their
transition to adulthood and making choices for their future; students enhance their
knowledge and skills with qualifications in World of Work units in OCR: Life and Living
Skills and through daily and weekly work experiences. Employability and enterprise
skills are woven into the daily curriculum. Students have various job responsibilities
around the school and college sites and take part in weekly work-related learning,
called Yew2Work, in the local community. They have been able to practise their job
skills in such placements as shops, grocery stores, cafés and day centres. The Post 16
curriculum offers students the opportunity to develop a variety of skills which will help
them as adults and will give them a head start in finding meaningful work, whether this
is in a supported work placement, volunteering, or in paid employment.
Whole-school
In addition to the above, a whole-school careers activity is offered to provide further
opportunities for learning and unique experiences. This may include group activities,
trips to places of employment in the local community, guest speakers, special
assemblies or Careers Days or Weeks.

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Development
Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Development (SMSC) is essential for children and
young people's individual development, as well as the development of society as a
whole. At Yewstock we see it as central to the development and growth of pupils into
well-rounded young people with a valuable part to play in society.
SMSC is not a separate subject that is taught discretely, but it is an explicit aspect of
learning that is present in all lessons and behaviour in school. Additionally, we aim to
develop SMSC through worship, behaviour expectations and our values in school. We
also have a large number of activities, in which the whole school comes together to
raise awareness of charities and the wider world.
Through our SMSC provision we enable pupils to develop their self-knowledge, selfesteem and self-confidence. We teach pupils to distinguish right from wrong and to
respect the school values and the law in the UK. We help them to develop
independence, including showing initiative, and to understand how they can
contribute positively to the lives of others at school, in the community and to society
16

more widely. We promote understanding of democratic processes, and have an active
Pupil Voice, which shares in decision-making processes in school.
As part of this personal development, we actively promote the fundamental British
values of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, and mutual respect and
tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs. Our ‘Yewstock School Values’ are
on display around the school and are referred to throughout the school day. As well as
striving for excellence and finding joy in learning, we emphasise the need to
communicate well, be kind, caring and considerate and to show respect to others.
(See Appendix 6 for Yewstock School Values.)

Personal, Social, Health, Citizenship and Relationships + Sex Education
Personal, Social, Health, Citizenship (PSHC) and Relationships + Sex Education (RSE)
enables pupils develop the knowledge, skills and attributes they need to keep
themselves healthy and safe, and prepared for adulthood. In addition to teaching this
explicitly, social development runs through the core of school and the Yewstock values.

At Yewstock, RSE is an integral part of the lifelong learning process, beginning in early
childhood and continuing into adult life. We believe it should encourage personal and
social development so that our pupils understand what a healthy relationship is, foster
self-esteem, self-awareness, a sense of moral responsibility and the confidence and
ability to resist abuse and unwanted sexual experience. RSE is delivered within a
developmental and age appropriate programme.

Therapies
A large number of pupils at Yewstock School have additional needs which require
direct support or advice from a Therapist.
We directly employ Speech and Language Therapists, who give the staff guidance on
how to maximise development in this area, following an assessment of need. They also
help us to maintain our Total Communication approach to language development. This
is about using a combination of communication methods which helps pupils to form
connections, have successful interactions and supports conversations. Formal and
informal methods are used, which reinforce each other and strengthen meaning for
individuals. Language-based communication is supported through paring down
language, pre-teaching vocabulary and using visual support and Signalong. We also use
17

symbols, Assisted Language Displays, Picture Exchange Communication Systems,
PODD Books and assistive technologies. We are developing a whole-school shapecoding approach which uses shapes, colours and arrows to make the grammatical rules
of English explicit. Through all of these techniques, we create a language-rich
environment across every aspect of a pupil’s day at school.
We have good links with NHS Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy (OT) services
and we have a Moving and Handling Lead in school, who delivers physio programmes
following liaison with a Physiotherapist. In-house methods, support with high
frequency difficulties, such as weak fine-motor skills. All classes integrate sensory
strategies into daily practice but a few pupils need to follow a sensory diet from an OT.
Visiting Drama, Art and Play Therapists work with individuals or small groups when
they are available, to help with communicating feelings through other means. Finally,
we also benefit from our school counsellor who is able to support our pupils with
emotional well-being and learning strategies to cope with mental health needs.

Who delivers the Curriculum?
Our teaching staff, teachers and teaching assistants, are a highly dedicated and
experienced team who work collaboratively to ensure best possible outcomes for
pupils. As we are an all-age school and have pupils with a wide range of needs, we have
different models of curriculum delivery appropriate to the individual.
Our Primary pupils and those following a semi-formal route, are with one teacher for
the majority of lessons. Their teachers deliver a range of subjects, with guidance from
subject leads. PE and Music is taught by a subject specialist across the school.

Our pupils who follow a more formal route in Secondary have a range of subject
specialist teachers in addition to a form tutor. Post 16 pupils work with teachers and
TAs on a personalised curriculum with a focus on life skills.
Pupils’ development in spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) understanding is
incorporated through all lessons and additional activities throughout the year,
including assemblies. This is the same for nurturing fundamental British values. All staff
are responsible for these areas, which underpin our work on helping our pupils to grow
into citizens of the future.
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Impact
Our curriculum is designed and delivered in a way that enables every pupil to make the
best progress they can. We also provide the highest standards of care and nurture so
that they develop into mentally healthy and well-rounded individuals with an interest
in the world around them, a passion for learning and a strong foundation on which
they can progress into adulthood with the ability to make choices and have control.
We want every pupil to understand their place in the world and how they can
contribute. In order to ensure the best outcomes, we assess where pupils are so that
we can plan what to do next to help them towards academic and personal growth.

Assessment and the Role of Data in Supporting Next Steps
Assessment at Yewstock is primarily used to inform a pupil’s next steps. This is
important to us as planning needs to be precise and purposeful for children with
additional needs. We also harness the data generated through our assessment process
to drive school improvement and enhance teaching and learning outcomes across the
school.
As we have a range of pupils of differing abilities and learning needs, we take a flexible
approach to the curriculum, and therefore assessment. On entry to school, we ensure
that all pupils have a base-line assessment. We follow the Yewstock Formal and SemiFormal Curriculum, Read, Write Inc. and set meaningful targets linked to EHCP
outcomes through our ACE Targets. Pupils at Key Stage 4 and above follow a number
of accredited routes.
For a small number of pupils, we assess through close observation of the five areas of
the Engagement Model: exploration, realisation, anticipation, persistence and
initiation. This enables us to identify and celebrate a pupil’s progress, the consolidation
and maintenance of knowledge, skills and conceptual understanding and the
prevention or slowing of a decline in performance.
The majority of pupils will follow these routes:

Primary Assessment (Early years, Key Stage 1 and 2)
ALL Primary Pupils in KS1 and 2 are assessed using:
• Read, Write Inc. 1:1 half-termly assessments
• ACE Targets linked to EHCP outcomes - set half-termly and monitored weekly
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Pupils in Early Years Foundation Stage
• Development Matters – seven areas assessed
through Learning Journals
• Yewstock Formal Curriculum (or pre-key stage)
Levels for English and Maths
Pupils in Key Stage 1 and 2
• Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum covering a range
of skills, knowledge and understanding linked to the 5 domains of EHCPs assessed through the Semi-Formal Curriculum Assessment Grids AND
Yewstock Formal Curriculum (or pre-key stage) Levels for English, Maths and
Science (in Classroom Monitor)
If they are making better than ‘Good Progress’ OR join us at a higher level:
• Yewstock Formal Curriculum Core Subjects (English, Maths and Science) AND
Foundation Subjects – all assessed through Classroom Monitor
• Some pupils with Complex Needs may also follow and be assessed using one or
more of the 5 domains in the Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum

Secondary Assessment (Key Stage 3, 4 and 5)
ALL Secondary Pupils in KS3, 4 and 5 are assessed using:
• Read, Write Inc. 1:1 half-termly assessments (where needed)
• ACE Targets linked to EHCP outcomes - set half-termly and monitored weekly
Pupils at Key Stage 3
• Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum covering a range of skills, knowledge and
understanding linked to the 5 domains of EHCPs - assessed through the SemiFormal Curriculum Assessment Grids AND Yewstock Formal Curriculum (or prekey stage) Levels for English, Maths and Science (in Classroom Monitor)
• KS3 Equals Moving On - end of module summary
If they have progressed onto or join us at a higher level:
• Yewstock Formal Curriculum Core Subjects (English, Maths and Science) AND
Foundation Subjects – all assessed through Classroom Monitor
• Explorations Careers Education at KS3 - Explorations Assessment Grids
• Some pupils with Complex Needs may also follow and be assessed on one or
more of the 5 domains in the Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum
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Pupils at Key Stage 4
• Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum covering a range of skills, knowledge and
understanding linked to the 5 domains of EHCPs - assessed through the SemiFormal Curriculum Assessment Grids AND Yewstock Formal Curriculum (or prekey stage) Levels for English, Maths and Science (in Classroom Monitor)
• KS4 Equals Moving On - end of module summary
If they have progressed onto or join us at a higher level:
• Yewstock Formal Curriculum Core Subjects (English, Maths and Science)
assessed through Classroom Monitor
• Accreditation at KS4 (WJEC, AQA and ASDAN)
• Some pupils with Complex Needs may also follow and be assessed on one or
more of the 5 domains in the Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum
• In addition, all pupils at KS4 are assessed using Pathways Careers Education at
KS4 on Pathways Assessment Grids
Pupils at Key Stage 5
• Yewstock Semi-Formal Curriculum linked to the 5 domains of EHCPs - assessed
through the Semi-Formal Curriculum Assessment Grids AND P-Levels for English
and Maths (in Classroom Monitor)
• Accreditation at KS5 (OCR Life and Living Skills)
• Choices Careers Education at KS5 - Yew2Work Diaries & Employability Skills
Profiles.
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Curriculum Progression - Judging Progress

Example of assessment typical curriculum route
Semi-formal Route (e.g. for Pupils with Severe Learning Difficulties)
Develop.
Matters

EYFS
KS1
KS2
KS3
KS4
KS5

Yewstock
SemiFormal

P-Levels
Core
(E, M, Sc)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓(NOT Sc)
✓
✓
✓
✓
(✓)

✓

Yewstock
Formal
Core
(E, M, Sc)

(✓)
(✓)
(✓NOT Sc)

Yewstock
Formal
Foundation

(✓)
(✓)

Narrat Read,
ive
Write,
Inc.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

ACE
Targets

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Equals
Moving
On

Explor.
Careers
Ed

Pathways
Careers
Ed

✓
✓

Qual.
(WJEC,
AQA,
ASDAN)

Choices
Careers
Ed

Qual.
(OCR L+L
Skills)

✓

✓

✓

Formal Route (e.g. for Pupils with Moderate Learning Difficulties)
Develop.
Matters

EYFS
KS1
KS2
KS3
KS4
KS5

Yewstock
SemiFormal

P-Levels
Core
(E, M, Sc)

✓
(✓)
(✓)
(✓)
(✓)

✓

Yewstock
Formal
Core
(E, M, Sc)

Yewstock
Formal
Foundation

✓

(✓)

✓
✓
✓
(✓NOT Sc)

✓
✓

Narrat Read,
ive
Write,
Inc.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

ACE
Targets

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Equals
Moving
On

Explor.
Careers
Ed

Pathways
Careers
Ed

Qual.
(WJEC,
AQA,
ASDAN)

✓

✓

Choices
Careers
Ed

Qual.
(OCR L+L
Skills)

✓

✓

✓

Although these are the routes taken by most pupils, we aim to remain flexible and tailor our offer to the individual. We also
use the Engagement Model with any pupil for whom it is appropriate in order to inform planning for next steps.
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Future Development
At Yewstock, we take a whole-school strategic approach to our curriculum to ensure
that the design is current and based on evidence-backed research, and that it is able
to respond to the ever-changing needs of our pupils. Therefore, we see it as an
evolving, rich and broad plan on which to build learning. We want to prepare our pupils
with a body of knowledge and cultural capital on to prepare for adulthood. We embed
spiritual, cultural and moral development, so that they have a sense of belonging and
want to make the world a better place. We future-proof our curriculum by keeping it
in the forefront of staff discussions and Pupil Voice, and inviting other stakeholders to
share views so that we maintain a curriculum fit for our pupils’ futures.

For additional information please see our Curriculum Policy at
https://yewstock.dorset.sch.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/Curriculum-Policy.pdf

Appendices
Appendix 1 – Yewstock Semi-formal Curriculum
Appendix 2 – Primary Curriculum Map
• Appendix 2i – Early Years Foundation Stage
• Appendix 2ii – Primary Curriculum Map (Key Stage 1 and 2)
• Appendix 2iii – Primary Topics
Appendix 3 – Key Stage 3 Curriculum Map
Appendix 4 – Key Stage 4 Curriculum Map
Appendix 5 – Key Stage 5 Curriculum Map
Appendix 6 – Yewstock School Values

For further information on any aspect of Yewstock School Curriculum,
please contact the school office on 01258 472 796 or
office@yewstock.dorset.sch.uk and ask for the Deputy Head

Yewstock School
Curriculum Map

Appendix 1 - Yewstock Semi-formal Curriculum

Levels
CL
1
2
3
4
5

s-f 1 s-f 2 s-f 3 s-f 4 s-f 5

Cognition and Learning Phase 1 (P1(i)-P2(ii))

responds to environmental changes; still greatly affected by hunger, fatigue etc.
examines staff member’s face/ hands/ other acceptable body areas using sight and/or touch
with support (non-verbal prompts), explores items (maybe briefly) using repetitive strategies
understands cause and effect in specific settings where effect rapidly and reliably follows cause
anticipates familiar activities from cues (songs, scents and/ or action sequences) presented just before activity – e.g. alerts towards part of room where
activity happens
6 identifies meaning of familiar motivating stimuli (e.g. recognises own name or identifier / recognises keyworker by identifier, sight or perfume / or wants
to finish activity when smells dinner)
7 without prompting, gives signal (any signal) for keyworker to continue activity during pause in familiar routine
8 consistent increase or decrease in activity in highly reactive environments (e.g. Assembly, Sensory Room)
9 acts intentionally on objects or physical environment (e.g. kicking mobile to make sound)
10 recognises the name of some main body parts or facial features e.g. hands, head, eyes
CL Cognition and Learning Phase 2 (P2(i)-P3(ii))
1 shows awareness of own impact on environment e.g. when knocking down bricks
2 continues actions begun co-actively with adult (immediate imitation)
3 uses a range of strategies to manipulate objects (strategies may be the same each time and/or highly repetitive)
4 understands cause and effect / intentionally acts to produce specific effects / recognises 1:1 correspondence between cause and effect
5 completes some very familiar taught activities with occasional prompts but no extended support
6 understands 1:1 correspondence in some practical situations (e.g. one sock for each foot)
7 understands and anticipates sequence of very familiar group activities (e.g. snack time / assembly)
8 participates intermittently with support in creative lessons e.g. music, drama or interactive story sessions
9 uses trial and error to solve problems; persists for several attempts but may not adapt strategies used
10 notices and responds to changes in materials (e.g. water added to flour)
11 combines objects, not necessarily in conventional ways
CL Cognition and Learning Phase 3 (P3(ii)-P6 )
1 attempts to solve simple problems with one-step solutions (e.g. fetches missing item of equipment in food technology session)
2 continues simple pattern (e.g. repeated rhythm of drumbeat or familiar verbal sequences in familiar story or song)
3 continues with next steps in a sequence if adult delays or makes deliberate error
4 efficiently works out what new objects do through trial and error; adapts actions on basis of earlier results

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
CL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
CL
1
2
3
4

recognises and uses quantities to at least 3 in functional contexts (e.g. fetches 3 cups for self and two peers as part of daily routine)
actively shares books or recordings with an adult – sustains interest; responds when adult draws attention to specific item; indicates item of interest
makes marks on paper or records in another formal recording system (e.g. Writing With Symbols or use of a voice recorder) in functional settings
attaches meaning to finished product and identifies work as his/her own
actively responds to representations of familiar past and future events (e.g. books about specific activities)
interested in what is being created (e.g. in art, drama, music, food tech.) – aware of product as well as process
understands word/sign/symbol for ‘different’ and ‘same’ in functional contexts (e.g. choosing a different computer program)
transfers familiar skills to new situation with support
can recognise the difference between young and old e.g. baby animals / fully grown animals and pictures of himself//herself when younger
can identify some of the differences between children and adult men and women (e.g. women have breasts, men have beards

Cognition and Learning Phase 4 (P5-P8)
uses prior experience and logic in exploring new items and finding solutions
discriminates and identifies properties of objects and materials (e.g. sandpaper is flat and rough / sugar paper flat and smooth)
makes estimates and checks whether s/he is right or wrong (e.g. how many pencils are needed for class group)
makes comparisons (e.g. bigger/ smaller, longer/shorter, heavier/lighter, faster/slower)
understands and uses quantities to 10 in functional situations
uses simple forms of data representation (e.g. using stickers to tally how many people want orange juice and how many water)
reads 20+ words without attached symbols
uses contextual cues to help identify meaning of text
knows words are made up of letters which make sounds (aware of phonics)
records own name from memory and understands its use as signifier
records 10+ words from memory (recognisably if not accurately) using hand-writing or keyboard
records using writing or keyboard for range of purposes (e.g. labelling picture / writing message / making shopping list)
uses appropriate strategies to complete specific tasks within set time limit (e.g. collecting coat and bag before home time)
makes representations of past events and outings (e.g. draws / collects souvenirs / prints photos) and discusses these with an adult
plans and completes product, asking for support only when necessary (e.g. making a birthday card)

Cognition and Learning Phase 5 bridging level +
can apply experience and prior knowledge to new situations / learning
confidently identifies properties of objects and materials and can compare to something similar
makes fairly accurate estimates (e.g. how many people in the room without counting)
is able to make subtle comparisons (e.g. slightly longer/shorter, rougher/ smoother, tired/ wide-awake)

5

understands and uses quantities to 50 in functional situations

6
7
8
9
10
11

uses simple forms of data representation (e.g. a bar chart)
continues patterns or sequences of 4 steps
reads high frequency (irregular) words with fluency (‘next 200’)
writes high frequency words with accuracy and fluency (handwriting or ICT) (‘first 100’)
can write simple sentences (by hand or using ICT) which are accurate enough to be read by a third party
uses contextual cues to help identify meaning of text (e.g. can read a complex unfamiliar text about food because of recognition it is a menu)

12 recognises a wide range of weather conditions and how to adapt to them (e.g. walking slowly on slippery ground)
13 can make a journal of past events and outings (e.g. draws/ collects souvenirs/ prints photos) and discusses these with an adult
14 discusses completed activities with confidence and without prompting
15
16
17
18

leads familiar small group activity without support from adult (e.g. regularly performing a task with responsibility)
can identify and discuss similarities and differences between objects, people and events
can notice and discuss similarities in a range of contexts (e.g. holidays across the world)
can distinguish between fact and fiction in books / articles / documentaries

19
20
CI
1
2
3
4

can distinguish between reality and fantasy in own life
understands the implications of not being truthful and can explain this to a peer

5
6

shows understanding of sign-along for ‘next’/‘now’/‘stop’ used within familiar routines
sometimes moves hand towards choosing (symbol / switch / object)

7
8

shows understanding of familiar symbols used in context (e.g. keyworker’s identifier objects of reference for activities) by showing pleasure or rejection
changes behaviour (e.g. by alerting, pausing, moving or vocalising) after rhythmic activity begins

Communication and Interaction Phase 1 (P1(i)-P2(ii))
recognises own name
makes some early choices e.g. between different snacks / toys when shown real objects and shows definite preferences
differentiates between very familiar adults (e.g. shows increased pleasure when favourite adult interacts with them)
uses intentional non-symbolic communication (e.g. eye-pointing towards wanted object / pushing objects or people away to reject them)

9 participates in specific greetings routines or other daily routines with keyworker (keyworker structures interaction and repairs breakdowns)
10 communicates at least one specific need e.g. soiled nappy, cold, hungry, tired

CI
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
CI
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
CI
1
2
3
4
5

Communication and Interaction Phase 2 (P2(i)-P3(ii))
understands 25 symbols (PECS / signs / symbols / words / photos)
uses 10 known symbols (PECS / signs / symbols / words / photos) expressively in familiar contexts
responds expressively to daily timetable (e.g. indicating that an activity is preferred using timetable symbols)
intentionally acts to gain adult’s attention takes initiative in actively communicating needs or preferences using non-verbal methods
works co-operatively with adult in most familiar activities e.g. takes turns with adult in familiar motivating activities
makes informed choice from 2 concrete, simultaneously available options (attends to both options / clearly indicates choice)
expresses requests and refusals using consistent signals rather than behaviours such as grabbing, pushing or throwing
attends jointly to adult and object, or alternates attention appropriately, throughout routine activity
uses positive and negative responses appropriately
is willing to help with a simple task e.g. handing out an object to peers
is able to use symbols or sign-along for key daily activities ‘toilet’/‘lunch’/‘drink’

Communication and Interaction Phase 3 (P3(ii)-P6)
understands 50+ symbols (signs / symbols / words / photos)
consistently uses 25+ known symbols (signs / symbols / words / photos)
expressively combines 2+ words or symbols to express ideas (self-generated, not rote-learned phrases)
checks s/he has partner’s attention before continuing to communicate
maintains same topic of conversation over several turns when communicating with trusted adult (verbal and/or non-verbal communication)
uses several different communicative functions (e.g. requesting, rejecting, greeting, drawing attention to object or event, giving information, directing)
helps repair breakdowns in communication with support (e.g. repeats utterance on request if adult has not heard/understood)
makes clear, informed choices from 3+ options (signs / symbols / words / photo) – attends to all options; confidently indicates choice
refers to familiar people not present (e.g. finds photo of swimming teacher when sees swimming symbol on timetable)
shows confidence that s/he can affect events by communicating with staff clearly
recognises changes in routine and accepts single changes without difficulty if given appropriate explanation (e.g. trip cancelled due to bus breakdown)
tolerates two changes in routine with appropriate support and explanation
interested and curious in new situations (e.g. on trips out) provided appropriate support is given and the setting is not over-stimulating
accepts that an activity has finished and is prepared to move on

Communication and Interaction Phase 4 (P5-P8)
habitually strings 3+ signs, symbols or words together in communication which can be understood by unfamiliar person
follows requests with 4+ key elements
communicates fluently with familiar others, using verbal means or non-verbal means of necessary
holds extended conversation with familiar adults without support
introduces, maintains and changes topic appropriately in communication with others

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
CI
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
SE
1

without prompting, attempts to repair breakdowns in communication (e.g. by using different words to express same meaning or changing subject)
adjusts communication appropriately for different listeners (e.g. differentiates between staff and peer) using social conventions (please, thank you etc.)
participates in small group discussions with appropriate adult support (e.g. identification of new speaker / not butting in)
uses language functions which require symbolic communication (e.g. describing / questioning / commenting)
participates in shared humour and shows recognition when something is said as a joke
asks and answers questions appropriately (e.g. who, what, where, when, why)
retells simple stories and answers questions about them
asks trusted people to change behaviour if necessary (e.g. to give them space or speak more slowly)
explains own work to adult (e.g. talks about his or her painting or model)
accepts unplanned changes, showing some degree of flexibility

Communication and Interaction Phase 5 bridging level +
is able to confidently communicate verbally (if possible) and be able to listen and respond to verbally presented information
follows age-appropriate requests with little need for repetition and/or visual support
communicates with confidence with familiar and unfamiliar adults and peers
holds extended conversation with familiar adults asking and answering questions
introduces, maintains and changes topic appropriately in communication with others without interrupting
ably repairs breakdowns in communication (e.g. by using different words to express same meaning)
adjusts communication well for different listeners (e.g. differentiates between staff and peer)
participates in group discussions without adult support (listens to others’ opinions / interjects appropriately)
is confident with using more complex communication (e.g. describing, questioning, commenting)
is able to make running commentary showing rationale on own actions when problem-solving
participates in humour and generates humorous comments of own
asks and answers appropriate questions (e.g. knows not to ask overly personal questions)
understands what sensory regulation is and uses strategies without adult prompting
discriminates relevant from irrelevant stimuli and acts upon it (e.g. can filter out noise / can block out sunshine in eyes)
tolerates other peoples’ behaviour e.g. when they are too loud
anticipates new situations and is able to tolerate a new experience without undue stress
can rationalise about his or her responses to changes and work out strategies to help deal with these
changes own routines to suit own needs or changed circumstances (e.g. deciding where to keep new item of equipment) independently
independently uses appropriate social communication all of the time - verbal or signing (e.g. hello, goodbye, please, thank you, sorry
usually sensitive to the needs and feelings of others and understands the consequences of not being kind

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase 1 (P1(i)-P2(ii))
shows interest in and enjoys being with other people

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SE
1

initiates or tries to prolong interactions with others (e.g. through eye contact, vocalisation or gestures)
interacts cooperatively with a familiar adult e.g. rolling a ball back and forth
differentiates between very familiar peers and adults (e.g. shows increased pleasure when favourite person interacts with them)
shows some awareness of the feelings of others for example e.g. showing distress on hearing someone cry, smiling when someone smiles at them
responds to trusted adult by calming, relaxing and/or becoming more engaged
expresses emotions in response to external events (e.g. e.g. cries if in distress or discomfort, smiles/laughs with pleasure)
responds to inanimate source of security by calming or relaxing (e.g. individual space in classroom, preferred object)
shows some understanding of difference between ‘friend’ (peer) and ‘staff’ (Teacher/TAs) by difference in reaction
is able to show (through body-language) if something is happening against his/her wishes

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase (P2(i)-P3(ii))

sustains interaction with familiar adult over several turns, using non-symbolic utterances (vocalisations / movements / facial expressions) – adult may
structure interaction and repair breakdowns
2 rapidly identifies familiar adults from personal identifiers or other sensory cues, and greets them using body-language (e.g. facial expression)
3 looks for or otherwise anticipates adult reactions to their own actions and responsive to others’ reactions (e.g. praise, concern) – responses may be
unconventional
4 actively seeks available sources of security (person/place/object) when stressed
5 usually able to moderate emotional responses with support from trusted adult (e.g. calming to adult’s voice or touch)
6 recognises and responds differentially to different peers (showing some sign of preference)
7 with support, interacts with peers as part of familiar structured activities (e.g. passing object to peer when prompted during greetings session)
8 participates intermittently with support in regular classroom activity e.g. saying goodbye at end of day
9 responds emotionally to the feelings of others for example e.g. showing distress on hearing someone cry, smiling when someone smiles at them
10 shows some understanding that some people are boys and some are girls
11 is able to clearly express ‘no’ (through body-language or verbalisation) if something is happening against his/her wishes
SE Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase 3 (P3(ii)-P6)
1 can say or sign own name and that of 2 others and points to self or others when someone else says their name
2 recognises themselves and 2 others and can pick out their own and 2 others’ photographs
3 expresses range of emotions clearly without aggression, self-harm or withdrawal
4 shows awareness of others’ emotions by changing behaviour towards familiar others who are obviously upset, hurt or unwell
5 can say, or show using symbols, how they are feeling (e.g. excited, sad, cross, scared)
6 can use regulation strategy, such as 5-point scale to acknowledge change in own mood and anticipate ‘melt-down’ or ‘withdrawal’
7 recognises own belongings (e.g. cup, coat, school bag, equipment tray)
8 accepts that some belongings are other people’s and should be respected
9 recognises similarities between own body and another person’s (e.g. touches own hair to copy another person touching theirs)

10
11
12
13
14
SE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
SE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

uses physical contact and personal space appropriately with familiar others
initiates interactions with peers (e.g. greeting peer or sharing toy – not just removing wanted objects from peers)
takes turns with at least one peer without constant support
participates in small groups without constant 1:1 support
wants to ‘share and show’ news, work and recognises and is pleased with own achievements

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase 4 (P5-P8)
talks about feelings and emotions (and events giving rise to strong emotions) with familiar adult
uses taught strategies to deal with frustration and other sources of stress (e.g. negotiating / taking short break from activity / explaining feelings)
has a sense of right and wrong, and an awareness of behaviour which may hurt or upset others
uses physical contact and personal space appropriately, differentiating between familiar and unfamiliar adults and peers
behaves appropriately towards familiar others (e.g. offering comfort when upset / not being over-directive / not asking an overly personal question)
can names some ways of being kind (e.g. helping, sharing, using kind words) and demonstrates them during interactions
works as part of group, taking turns to speak, sharing, listening to others
recognises and responds to the achievements of others without showing negative emotions
sustains extended interaction with peers appropriately
maintains independent co-operative play with peers showing understanding of rules of simple games and not cheating
can name a few things that are similar / different between themselves and a partner (e.g. hobbies, family, likes/dislikes
with some support, identifies things that are important to them
accepts that they can make a mistake and it is okay to say that something is difficult
identifies and names of a range of feelings (for example through interpreting facial expressions) such as anger, excitement, left out, bored
understands that there are lots of different types of families
knows which forms of physical contact are acceptable / unacceptable in different relationships (family / friends / strangers)
treats living things and their environment with care and concern
understands rights and responsibilities as member of a class in simple terms (e.g. I want to be able to learn / be safe/ I need to listen to adults / tidy up)

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase 5 bridging level +
is able to talk appropriately about feelings and emotions (and events giving rise to strong emotions)
understands the need to self-regulate and how this avoids melt-downs or confrontations with others
uses taught strategies to deal with frustration to self-regulate
is aware of dangerous behaviours and can apply knowledge to own life
knows what right and wrong means, and understands their own impact on others
says who they can go to if they feel they are being pressured / bullied / teased
can adapt style to the social situation, differentiating between familiar and unfamiliar adults and peers
can contribute towards a team and understands turn-taking

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
SP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

knows when it is okay to help another and how to offer support appropriately
can give praise appropriately
is supportive and considerate to friends / peers and knows to be considerate to other children/young people and adults
makes and maintains friendships without adult support
understands and can take part in role-play
understands rules of games (e.g. skittles, simple board games, catch) and can play them without support
understands likes or dislikes and can generalise this e.g. I like badminton therefore I might like tennis
is able to ‘rank’ things that are important to them e.g. understands that family is more important than computer
understands that mistakes help us learn and knows how to go about making amends
can identify things (e.g. in a story) that made someone happy, upset, jealous, excited, nervous or angry
understands the importance of emotional wellbeing (e.g. knows that being happy and calm is part of being healthy)
has a basic understanding of consent and knows that everyone has a right to say ‘no’ to unwanted or inappropriate contact

Sensory and Physical Phase 1 (P1(i)-P2(ii))

Attends, at least briefly, to stimuli deliberately and appropriately presented
discriminates sensory properties (e.g. shows consistent preferences for specific colours, textures or high/low frequencies of sounds)
discriminates highly motivating stimuli from others in familiar quiet environments (e.g. responds to keyworker’s voice more than to other staff voices)
shifts attention between adult and object with support
willing briefly to explore classroom environment (floor surface, furniture, doors etc.) through touch and/or other senses with support from keyworker
responds to landmarks (e.g. by looking or repeatedly touching) on very familiar routes e.g. classroom to bathroom / bus to classroom
consistently finds preferred item, area or surface in individual base area within classroom
orientates self in very familiar small environments (e.g. individual base area within classroom) – shows awareness of particular parts and/or boundaries of
environment
9 cooperates with support with some familiar personal care procedures e.g. toileting, hand-washing
10 feeds himself/herself with finger if supported
SP Sensory and Physical Phase 2 (P2(i)-P3(ii))
1 clearly recognises familiar sights/ sounds/other stimuli in context AND recognises very familiar sights/ sounds/other stimuli out of context
2 responds consistently to range of environmental features (e.g. sun or rain on face / sound of different music)
3 identifies meaning of familiar stimuli (e.g. recognises own name or identifier / recognises keyworker / recognises classroom indicator of new activity)
4 consistently finds preferred item, area or surface in individual base area within classroom
5 orientates self in very familiar small environments (e.g. individual base area within classroom) and shows awareness of particular parts and/or boundaries
of environment
6 explores classroom environment (floor surface, furniture, doors etc.) through touch, movement and/or other senses with support
7 feeds himself/herself with utensil if supported e.g. uses a cup to drink

8
9
10
11
SP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
SP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

locates or avoids objects using senses (e.g. finds an object which is making a buzz / notices they are going to bump into something)
demonstrates sense of wonder (wholly attentive) towards environmental sensation (e.g. piece of music / bubbles / strong magnets)
clearly recognises familiar sights/ sounds/other stimuli in context
uses mobility aids if needed (e.g. walking frame, electric wheelchair) with constant guidance from adult

Sensory and Physical Phase 3 (P3(ii)-P6)
notices new and/or unfamiliar stimuli and seeks further information
shows initiative with responding to range of environmental features (e.g. takes jumper off if hot)
within physical capabilities, moves confidently and safely in familiar open spaces and uses appropriate safe strategies to avoid physical dangers outside
within physical capabilities, systematically explores new areas/routes with reassurance from familiar adult
uses appropriate forms of technology creatively without constant support (e.g. painting on touch screen, playing electronic keyboard)
within physical capabilities, imitates actions with short gap in space or time from model (e.g. in PE or learning skill in food tech)
participates with self-care (e.g. eating, dressing, cleaning teeth) to best of physical ability, with minimal prompting
can feed himself/herself independently using utensils and cups
can toilet independently and wash hands without prompting
shows an awareness of obvious physical dangers
Is able to wait for things to address physical sensation e.g. waiting for break or at snack time
if appropriate uses mobility aids with supervision but not constant support (e.g. walking frame, powered wheelchair)

Sensory and Physical Phase 4 (P5-P8)
shows curiosity and seeks information appropriately from others or the environment through exploration
understands meaning of familiar sights/sounds/other stimuli out of context
within limits of sensory abilities, discriminates relevant information from irrelevant stimuli (e.g. looks up when door opens, identifies child and staff
member entering, then immediately returns to activity) without being overly distracted
acts to change the physical environment when necessary (e.g. switching on lights or asking adult to do so)
uses appropriate electronic aids competently e.g. calculator, iPad, EyeGaze
can complete a task involving leaving the classroom independently e.g. taking book back to school library and choosing another one
travels short familiar outdoor routes, recognising landmarks and moving independently if possible; if not, asking appropriately for help
understands that landmarks are followed in reverse order on the return journey
follows and helps to produce maps or other means of representing school environment
with support makes and uses maps of key community areas (e.g. library / key shops in town) – uses these to plan and review journeys
knows ways to make himself/herself feel better, including asking an adult for medication
moves independently in unfamiliar settings (with mobility aid if needed); if necessary, asks appropriately for help

SP
1
2
3
4
5
6
PA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
PA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
PA
1
2
3
4

Sensory and Physical Phase 5 bridging level +
is able to independently use any physical or sensory aids including daily maintenance where appropriate
can explain (verbally or using signing or technology) what they need to make a task accessible to them
can describe/remember familiar sights/sounds/other stimuli out of context and compare to something similar
safely explores new environments without assistance and can ask appropriate person for directions or support
can produce own maps of environment or use one to plan outdoor route to new or unfamiliar place
can make and use maps of key community areas (e.g. garden centre grounds / key shops in shopping mall) and uses these to plan journeys

Preparation for Adulthood Phase 1 (P1(i)-P2(ii))
Behaviour suggests they know function of 3+ familiar objects used in daily routines (e.g. cup, spoon, standing frame)
anticipates daily routine events from contextual cues e.g. mouth movements when sees drink being made or hears water running
anticipates some steps within motivating and very familiar daily routines
works co-operatively with keyworker on very familiar motivating activities (joint working to complete activity between them)
has some understanding of ‘work’ time and ‘rest’ or ‘play’ time
shows understanding of sign-along for key daily activities ‘toilet’/‘lunch’/‘drink’ used within familiar routines
shows recognition that it is ‘home-time’
shows recognition of familiar people and places connected to their role e.g. physiotherapist, Head teacher, doctor.

Preparation for Adulthood Phase 2 (P2(i)-P3(ii))
recognises and understands function of 10+ familiar items used in daily activities
consistently anticipates steps in familiar self-help sequences other than personal care (e.g. when making drink with support from adult)
knows different functions of areas within school e.g. playground / dining hall / toilets
choice can clearly be interpreted by unfamiliar adult (using AAC if necessary)
recognises familiar routes around school (e.g. from bus to classroom and from classroom to bus)
knows what is meant by ‘work’ time and ‘rest’ or ‘play’ time
is able to use AAC, symbols or sign-along for key daily activities ‘toilet’/‘lunch’/‘drink’
shows some initiative when cooperating with support to carry out personal care e.g. moves towards sink to hand-wash
actively anticipates and/or reviews activities using timetable symbols (e.g. takes symbol for preferred activity)
recognises presence in familiar and unfamiliar places in the community
recognises difference between familiar and unfamiliar people

Preparation for Adulthood Phase 3 (P3(ii)-P6)
chooses, sorts and matches confidently in familiar daily activities (e.g. laying table for snack time / matching pair of shoes)
can sequence day’s main activities on daily timetable with minimal support
actively anticipates and/or reviews weekly activities using calendar (e.g. moves ‘music’ symbol from afternoon to morning because s/he enjoys music)
understands and actively anticipates that there are holiday times

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
PA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

understands that items are bought from shops using money
aware of local community facilities (e.g. shops, park, library); actively attends to and participates in local outings
knows routes to familiar areas of school and can navigate with little support (e.g. rooms used for different teaching sessions)
has some understanding that sleep and relaxation are good for us
completes familiar activities independently when possible; seeks help appropriately
shows awareness of all dangers involved with crossing the road and can make an informed choice about when it is safe to do so (stop/look/listen)
prepares drink and/or snack with minimal support or gives appropriate directions to another person
purposefully attempts to operate familiar technology (e.g. computer, microwave, CD/MP3 player)
understands that regular tasks must be completed to keep living environment clean, tidy and hygienic
shows some awareness of their responsibilities towards a wider community i.e. their class/family e.g. hanging up coat, putting things in the bin, tidying,
wiping table when asked
knows ‘people around us’ e.g. those who can help us at school or in the community e.g. when we are ill or lost

Preparation for Adulthood Phase 4 (P5-P8)
completes and uses daily, weekly, yearly timetables independently and knows pattern of year (e.g. months/ festivals/ holidays/ weather conditions)
sets events in time context (e.g. last week, tomorrow)
can match key times drawn on clock face to time on classroom clock (e.g. 12.00 – lunchtime)
independently knows appropriate responses to weather conditions (e.g. wearing appropriate clothing / needing sun-cream)
recognises and gains information from social sight vocabulary and signs (in school and/or community)
understands the concept of money, change and the relative value of individual coins and with support uses money in functional situations
understands similarities and differences between forms of transport (e.g. public buses and trains stop at set points only; cars / motorbikes need parking)
knows about range of community facilities and their use (e.g. shops / public library / café)
with support identifies and discusses aspects of own and other cultures (e.g. festivals / clothing / food)
shows good awareness of safety and danger in familiar indoor and outdoor settings (e.g. hot oven / online safety / on roads; stranger danger;
inappropriate touch; using equipment safely)
knows that they need to say ‘no’ if someone is trying to make them do something they know is wrong or bad for them
confidently makes free choices and communicates them clearly and appropriately including leisure activities using available resources
is independent in self-care routines, (or directs adult if help needed) and understands how to be hygienic e.g. knows that germs cause disease
uses familiar tools independently (or directs another person to use them if not possible) e.g. in food technology / art and design)
can identify equipment needed for basic household tasks and carry out safely and appropriately with some support e.g., laundry, cleaning, recycling
knows that all household products can be harmful if not used or stored properly
can identify ingredients and equipment needed for food preparation and prepare with some support

PA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Preparation for Adulthood Phase 5 bridging level +
can record own first and last name from memory and write birth date and understands its use on a form
Independently uses writing or typing for range of functional purposes (e.g. labelling / writing message / making shopping list)
sets events in time context over their lifetime (e.g. in the future, when I was a baby)
uses timetables regularly and independently as source of information
completes monthly and yearly calendars independently, accessing sources of information (e.g. looking on the internet/computer for a date)
can conceptualise own future life, considering future education / jobs / living accommodation
understands the worth of money and the relative cost of things (e.g. that a computer is worth more than a computer game)
can tell the time (to o’clock / quarter past / half past / or digital)
can describe similarities and differences between forms of transport (e.g. public buses and trains stop at set points only / planes fly from airports) and has
good sense of when types of transport are appropriate (e.g. you don’t fly to school or walk to your holiday)
can plan a trip (e.g. uses the internet to find out sources of transport) for a future time or date
can identify skills needed for a range of jobs and the need to start preparing for them ahead of time
travels short familiar outdoor routes, recognising landmarks by self if possible e.g. from home to park
can use a range of community facilities with independence (age-appropriate) and knows their purpose (e.g. college, shops, public library, café)
shows good awareness of safety and danger in range of everyday settings including online safety (e.g. online grooming)
with little or no support identifies and discusses key aspects of own and other cultures (e.g. festivals, clothing, food)
safely uses tools or equipment independently (e.g. in life-skills lessons / food technology / art and design tech)
is independent in all self-care routines
understands what a healthy lifestyle is e.g. knows that some things are bad for you e.g. smoking, drinking too much alcohol or some foods that we don’t
need and that we should only eat occasionally
can plan for and prepare drinks and simple meals considering food hygiene and safety
can carry out basic household tasks safely and appropriately e.g., laundry, cleaning, recycling
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2i - Early Years Foundation Stage

EYFS
PSED
Personal, social, and
emotional development

CL
Communication and
language development

PD
Physical development.

Continuous Provision
Making relationships
Self-confidence and self-awareness
Managing feelings and behaviour

Daily circle time, emotions games and registration with
emotion boards selection: sadness and happiness,
hunger, tiredness and feeling angry. Use of puppets,
PECS and photos to make informed choices in all areas.
Group games, turn taking and use of sand timers with
turn taking and a visual/sound cue for the end of one
activity and the beginning of another. ‘Relaxation’ zone
- encouraging children to use when they need space or
quiet time. (self-regulation) Clear and consistent
boundaries. ‘Special helpers’ system/rota. Snack bar.
Celebration of success at school and ‘WOW’ moments
at home.

Listening and attention
Understanding
Speaking

SALT programmes, Daily story and rhyme time. Whole
class schedule with giant PECs. Use of ‘Now and Next.’
Tidy up time music, verbal cues, sign language
(Signalong), and individual communication aids. Snack,
lunch and home time songs. Use of individual
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)
aids such as PODD books and aided language displays.

Moving and handling
Health and self-care

Large motor activities outside: climbing frame, den
making, building with crates and planks, trampoline,
trikes and scooters. P.E lessons taught by Mr Whittick.
Daily ‘Wake and Shake’ and music and movement
sessions. Encouraging independence at snack time
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2i - Early Years Foundation Stage

(snack bar: pouring, cutting up food, serving self and
others, eating and drinking safely, Lunch time:
collecting own food from hatch, use of cutlery, eating
and drinking safely. Healthy eating (fruit and veg
selection daily) celebrating success when gaining
independence when using the toilet: charts, stickers,
music and praise. Regular toileting. Fine motor: play
dough gym, threading and pegging activities.

L
Literacy development

M
Maths

UW

Reading
Writing

Home/school reading books, daily 1:1 reading, and
daily group story time with story sacks and sensory
stories. Mark making equipment inside: chunky
pencils, chalks, felt-tips with clipboards, paper on and
under table. Outside: paint brushes and buckets of
water, chunky chalks and chalk boards/ground. Writing
baskets inside and outside: pencils, envelopes, post its,
paper and stamps. Labels and signs inside and outside.
Daily Read, Write, Inc. sessions. Letter of the week.

Numbers
Shape, space and measure

Inside: Number lines, numbered toy boxes,
construction activities, daily puzzles, counting and
matching activities. Number songs and rhymes.
Outside: number line washing line, Large construction
equipment, tally boards, balls and targets. Daily
'Number Fun' activities. Water and sand play inside
and outside. Number of the week.

People and communities
The world

My family display, Visits from local super heroes. Role
play areas and dressing up, mud kitchen and a variety
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2i - Early Years Foundation Stage

Understanding the world

Technology

of small world activities. Outings into the local
community. Weekly welly walks to the cafe, visits to
The Mellowes Care home and visits from members of
the local community. Photo displays of the students
and staff on the outings. ICT area, iPads and
computer, CD player, electronic toys and friction toys.

EAD

Exploring and using media and materials
Being imaginative

Role play areas inside and outside. Daily music and
movement activities. Weekly music lessons taken by
Mrs Beresford. Musical instruments inside and sound
making equipment outside. ‘Messy’ play area – paints,
glue, playdough, gloop, flour, rice pasta. Design trolley
with selection of media to create 3D models.

Expressive arts and design

Additional Information

All areas of learning and development are inter-connected. The seven areas of learning and development from
Development Matters, shape educational programmes in early years. The curriculum offer involves all children,
ignites their curiosity and enthusiasm for learning, builds their capacity to learn, develops learning skills and
behaviours and forms relationships. These areas fall under the umbrella of prime and specific areas of learning.
Learning is child-led, and activities that are related to the individual's likes and interests are included. Learning
incorporates the primary themes into the medium term and weekly plans and also ties into current and relevant
events and celebrations. Planning is completed on a 2 weekly cycle and is reactive rather than long term. Each
child has progress tracked across the year and weekly individual targets are set through the use of Yewstock ACE
target setting, to ensure that all teaching and learning is delivered at an appropriate level and enables pupils to
maximise their progress. Above are examples of the activities used to develop the seven areas of learning.
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
English

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport / Adventure
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Labels, lists and captions
Key stories- Topic based stories
Poetry- Nursery Rhymes

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Diaries/ Letters
Key stories (topic based stories)
Poetry- Classic

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Babies and growing / Antarctica
Content:
RWI
Performance Poetry
Stories from a range of genres
(Narrative
Story Structure)
Non Fiction- Dictionaries

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and weather
Content:
RWI
Fairy/Traditional stories
Non Fiction- Recount/Instructions
Drama/Role play

Topic: Homes and houses / Food
glorious food
Content:
RWI
Fairy/Traditional
Non Fiction- Instructions/Recount
Drama/Role play

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling
Topic: Once upon a time / Celebrations
Content:
RWI
Myths and Legends (Narrative- Setting,
Character)
Drama/Role play
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Summer

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Europe / Under the sea
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Information
Stories with predictable phrases/Key
stories
Poetry- Nursery Rhymes

Topic: Animal magic / Summer holiday
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Information/ Dictionaries
Stories with predictable
phrases/Cultural
Poetry- Contemporary

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Circus / Space
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Information
Stories from a range of genres
(Narrative- plot)
Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Maths

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport / Adventure
Content:
Number and place value (4 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (3 weeks)
Measure - lengths and heights,
mass/weight, capacity and volume (2
weeks)
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
Geometry/property of shapes (4 weeks)
Number and place value (4 weeks)
Multiplication and division (3 weeks)

Topic: Babies and Growing / Antarctica
Content:
Number and place value (3 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (4 weeks)
Measure - standard units/ estimates,
lengths and heights, mass/weight,
capacity and volume (2 weeks)
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)

Key Skills:
Understand ‘the oneness of one’
Understand big, small, up, down, under,
over
Count, read and write numbers to 10

Spring

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and Weather
Content:
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Number and place value (3 weeks)

Key Skills:
Recognise and name common 2-D and a
few 3-D shapes
Solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division using
concrete objects such as food items and
sharing

Topic: Homes and Houses / Food
Glorious Food
Content:
Number and place value (1 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (3 weeks)

Key Skills:
Count to 100, forwards and backwards,
beginning with 0 or 1
Compare and order numbers up to
1,000
Topic: Once Upon a time / Celebrations
Content:
Measure – money (2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Multiplication and division (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Recognise and use language relating to
days of the week and yesterday /
tomorrow (Now and next boards
understood if needed)

Summer

Topic: Europe / Under the Sea
Content:
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)
Fractions (2 weeks) Geometry/property
of shapes (4 weeks)
Measure – lengths and heights,
Mass/weight, capacity and volume (4
weeks)
Key Skills:
Solve one-step problems involving half
and doubling

Measure – lengths and heights,
Mass/weight, capacity and volume (3
weeks)
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Given a number, identify 1 more and 1
less Add and subtract one-digit number,
two-digit for some
Describe position, directions and
movements, including whole, half,
quarter
Understand concept of heavy / light
Topic: Animal magic /Summer Holiday
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Fractions (3 weeks) Geometry/property
of shapes (3 weeks)
Measure – money
(2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Recognise and use language relating to
time including, weeks, months and
years

Number and place value (3 weeks)
Multiplication and division (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Identify and represent numbers using
objects and pictorial representations
including the number line, and use the
language of: equal to, more than, less
than (fewer), most, least

Topic: Circus / Space
Content:
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)
Fractions (2 weeks) Geometry/property
of shapes (4 weeks)
Measure – standard units/ estimates,
lengths and heights, mass/weight,
capacity and volume (4 weeks)
Key Skills:
Recognise and name most common 2-D
and 3-D shapes
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Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Science

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport / Adventure
Content:
Materials - Sorting Materials

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
Materials - Changing Materials

Topics: Babies & Growing / Antarctica
Content:
Living Things – Moving and Growing

Key Skills:
Exploring Objects
Matching + Sorting

Key Skills:
Using Senses
Observing Changes

Key Skills:
Observation
Measuring
Classifying Animals

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and Weather Topic: Homes and Houses / Food
Content:
Glorious Food
Living Things - Growing Plants
Content:
Living Things - Healthy Eating
Key Skills:
Participating in Tests
Key Skills:
Communicating + Recording Findings
Making Choices
Matching + Sorting
Seasonal changes - Pupils should be
taught to:
•observe changes across the 4 seasons

Topics: Once Upon a Time /
Celebrations
Content:
Physical Processes – Light and Sound
Key Skills:
Participating in Tests
Recording Data
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

•observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons

Summer

Topic: Europe / Under the sea
Content:
Living Things - Observing Animals

Topic: Animal magic / Summer holiday
Content:
Living Things - Habitats + Food chains

Topics: Circus / Space
Content:
Physical Processes - Forces

Key Skills:
Identifying + Naming
Asking + Answering Questions

Key Skills:
Finding Information
Asking + Answering Questions

Key Skills:
Asking Questions
Finding Answers

Additional Information

NB: The main focus for teaching, learning and assessment throughout the Primary Phase are the Key Skills
from the Working Scientifically strand. Content related to the 3 other strands of the Science Curriculum
(Living Things, Materials & Physical Processes) have been included for illustrative purposes, to ensure that a
broad and balanced curriculum is offered. More formal teaching and assessment of the knowledge and
understanding of these.
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
HumanitiesGeography & History

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport/ Adventure
Content:
Transport through time, significant
person who introduced transport,
compare old and present transport,
identify the UK the countries and their
capitals, physical features, make basic
maps locally

Topic: Oceania/ Festivals
Content:
Locate the islands, oceans and
landmarks, physical and human
features, significant historical events
within Oceania. compare the weather to
the UK, the Great Barrier Reef, history
of festivals with their purpose,
significant people linked to the festivals,
locate where the festival was
traditionally celebrated

Topic: Babies and Growing/ Antarctica
Content:
Order chronology own timeline, map
skills, physical and human features,
habitat, weather

Key Skills:
Observational skills, exploring, past and
present tense vocabulary
Road safety
Landmarks
Descriptive language

Key Skills:
Map skills
Basic historical and geographical
language
Communication, language, diversity

Key Skills:
Basic historical and geographical
vocabulary
Exploring wider cultures
Investigating
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Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: The Farm/ Seasons and Weather
Content:
Physical and human features, seasons
on the farm, compare farms in England
to another country, use stories linked to
farms, measure temperature outside,
measure rain over the term, daily
weather forecast, weather changes
throughout the seasons, comparing
seasons and daily weather around the
world
Key Skills:
Life skills -visit a farm, learn the
countryside code
Road safety
Observational skills, investigation,
measure, recording

Summer

Topic: Europe/ Under the sea
Content:
Locate Europe and the countries,
identify landmarks, physical and human
features within France, significant
historical events in France, recap on
past holiday/ visits to the beach, uses of
the sea and beach, visit Sea Life Centre,

Topic: Homes and Houses/ Food
Glorious Food
Content:
View old house and/ or stately homes,
explore house through time, fieldwork –
record houses seen in Sturminster
Newton, famous houses within the UK,
explore arrange of homes around the
world, compare how food changes from
the past to now, locate where food
originates around the world, food
rations from war etc., how the
production of food has changed through
the years – making butter etc.

Topic: Once Upon a time / celebration
Content:
Historical characters, historical festivals,
map skills, wider culture of celebrations
around the world
Key Skills:
Exploring the wider world
Investigating skills

Key Skills:
Communication
Road safety
Observation skills, map skills
Topic: Animal Magic/ Summer Holidays
Content:
Animals around the world natural
habitats, locate on a map, use of
animals in the past, locality areas –
beach holidays, holidays around the
world, plot on a world map, travel and
holidays in the past, compare to present

Topic: Circus/ Space
Content:
History of circuses, timeline of circuses,
Neil Armstrong, NASA, map skills
Key Skills:
Exploring and investigating
Basic historical vocabulary
Map skills
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beach, pollution of rubbish in the sea,
animals in the sea
Key Skills:
To explore life and culture France, food
tasting etc.
Role play travelling to France and
exploring
Investigating skills
Road safety
Communication understand how to be
safe at the beach
Exploring the role of the coastguard

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Language, basic geographical and
historical key words
Map skills
Observational skills
Recall of events in living memory
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

Spring

Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
RE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport and Adventure
Content:
Christianity – Celebrations

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
Christianity – Special Days

Topic: Babies and Growing / Antarctica
Content:
Christianity – Special People

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Identity and Experience

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Meaning and Purpose

Key Skills:
Beliefs and Teachings Meaning and
Purpose

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and Weather Topic: Homes and Houses / Food
Content:
Glorious Food
Hinduism - One God
Content:
Islam- Creation Stories
Key Skills:
Beliefs and Teachings
Key Skills:
Values and Commitments
Beliefs and Teaching
Identity and Experience

Topic: Once Upon a time / Celebrations
Content:
Hinduism – Celebrations

Topic: Europe / Under the sea
Content:
Sikhism – Sharing

Topic: Circus / Space
Content:
Travellers – Dorset as a Spiritual Place

Topic: Animal magic / Summer holiday
Content:
Judaism – Fairness

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Identity and Experience
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Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Meaning and Purpose

Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Values and Commitments

Key Skills:
Expression and Language Values and
Commitments
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PSHCE/RSE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport and Adventure
Content:
Being Me:
Good to be Me - recognising and
describing themselves, special things,
trying new things
Feelings - recognising emotions e.g.
happy, upset, cross, excited, scared
Self-Care and Hygiene - independence
skills: meals, changing, toileting,
handwashing, brushing teeth
Safety & Risk / Healthy Lifestyles -being
safe in school, road safety

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
Being Me:
Good to be Me - recognising and
describing themselves, interests / likes /
things they can do
Feelings – what makes them happy,
calm, upset, cross and what to do if we
feel cross / upset
Self-Care and Hygiene - independence
skills: meals, changing, toileting,
handwashing, brushing teeth
Safety & Risk / Healthy Lifestyles -being
safe in school, road safety
Healthy Lifestyles - exercise eg active
games (good for us & makes us feel
happy), healthy eating eg recognising &
tasting different foods, relaxation /
calming activities, fun (it’s good for us!)

Topic: Babies and Growing / Antarctica
Content:
Being Me:
Feelings - identifying feelings e.g. excited,
worried, things that make them feel
happy/upset/cross, what to do if you feel
e.g. upset / cross
Safety & Risk - being safe in school, road
safety, who is a stranger, being safe in
the sun

Key Skills:
Development of sense of individual
identity, making choices, self-esteem
and confidence, self-regulation, selforganisation (awareness of/following
routines), independence, taking
responsibility (for self and possessions),

Key Skills:
Self-awareness, self-regulation,
self-organisation (following rules, taking
responsibility for own behaviour),
getting help and support
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Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

resilience (getting used to change;
trying again), getting help and support

Key Skills:
Development of sense of individual
identity, making choices, self-esteem
and confidence, self-regulation, selforganisation (awareness of/following
routines), independence, taking
responsibility (for self and possessions),
resilience (getting used to change;
trying again), getting help and support

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and
Weather
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Relationships (General) - social skills &
communication (turn-taking, waiting
your turn, sharing toys/resources, good
listening, hello, goodbye, please, thank
you, sorry), who is in my family
Changing & Growing - parts of the
body/face, gender, adult / baby animals,
appropriate behaviour (e.g. kisses are
for home)

Topic: Homes and Houses / Food
Glorious Food
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Relationships (General) – who are my
friends, how to be kind, working and
playing together
Changing & Growing - parts of the
body/face, changes since they were
younger, growing up – baby, child, adult

Key Skills:
Developing empathy and compassion,
awareness of different types of
relationship, communication skills,
working & playing with others,

Key Skills:
Developing empathy and compassion,
awareness of different types of
relationship, communication skills,
working & playing with others,
awareness of appropriate behaviour,
consent (general e.g. to hold hands),
recognising change

Topic: Once Upon a time / Celebrations
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Relationships (General) - cooperative
activities, turn-taking, good manners,
good listening, kind / unkind & being a
good friend
Changing & Growing - parts of the body,
gender, growing up - basic changes,
appropriate greetings for different
groups of people, consent e.g. to hug /
hold hands
Key Skills:
Awareness of public/private, developing
understanding of consent, awareness of
different types of relationship, empathy
and compassion, communication skills,
working & playing with others,
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awareness of appropriate behaviour,
consent (general e.g. to hold hands),
recognising change

Summer

Topic: Europe / Under the sea
Content:
Our World:
Taking responsibility and helping each
other (looking after own things,
classroom jobs, helping out)
Following rules of games / classroom
rules
Key Skills:
Developing a sense of respect for other
people / living things
Taking responsibility
Making decisions
Following rules / routines

appropriate behaviour, recognising and
managing change

Topic: Animal Magic / Summer Holiday
Content:
Our World:
What do living things need
People who help us
Similarities and differences
(appearance, likes and dislikes)
Key Skills:
Developing a sense of respect for other
people / living things
Taking responsibility
Making decisions
Following rules / routines

Topic: Circus / Space
Content:
Our World:
Rights & Responsibilities - groups I
belong to, taking responsibility and
helping each other, what do living
things need (e.g. plants, pets, babies)*,
fair / unfair and following rules
Living in the Wider World - people who
can help us at school / in the
community, how we can help
*could do in Autumn term as part of
Babies topic
Key Skills:
Developing respect, taking
responsibility, making decisions,
following rules, getting help and
support
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Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

NB Although content has been split into termly topics, most skills will be being practised daily, across the
whole year. Some content can be fitted into class topics as appropriate e.g. my family / friends, people who
help us.
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Art & Design

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport
Content:
Different vehicles/modes of transport
Tracks, roads, maps

Topic: Oceania
Content:
Animals- creating collages, textures

Topic: Babies and growing / Antarctica
Content:
Pictures of babies, families, family tree,
photos, collage, heights, outlines

Key Skills:
3D Construction, joining materials,
designing, printing (roller wheels)
Develop and share ideas
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas
Topic: Adventure
Content:
Having fun, camping, holidays,
Christmas
Painting, drawing, mark making.
Creating gifts and presents
Printing

Key Skills:
Exploring, designing, collage, textiles,
using scissors
Exploring and developing ideas
Topic: Festivals
Content:
Divali, colour run
Key Skills:
Drawing, painting, mark making
Collage, mixed media
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas

Key Skills:
Designing and making
Drawing and painting
Topic: Antarctica
Content:
Penguins and seals, making models,
clay, modelling materials
Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
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Key Skills:
Imagination, designing
Recording experiences
Develop and share ideas

Spring

Topic: The Farm
Content:
Animals, vehicles
Key Skills:
Drawing, painting, collage, mixed media,
3D
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
Topic: Seasons and Weather
Content:
4 Seasons, outdoor art-Andy
Goldsworthy, shadow drawing
Key Skills:
Recording experiences,
Designing, exploring and developing

Topic: Homes and Houses
Content:
Different homes and houses across the
world, shape, size, features

Topic: Once Upon a Time
Content:
Storytelling, illustration, drawing skills,
making characters, puppets

Key Skills:
3D, modelling, construction
Drawing, painting, collage
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas

Key Skills:
Drawing, painting, designing and making
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing

Topic: Food Glorious Food
Content:
Food Art, sculptures
Arcimboldo

Topic: Celebrations
Content:
Parties, weddings, birthdays, religious
celebrations
Painting, drawing, collage

Key Skills:
Designing, exploring and developing
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
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Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: Europe
Content:
Flags, food items, clothing
Key Skills:
Investigation and making
Drawing, painting, textiles
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas
Topic: Under the Sea
Content:
Sea creatures
Key Skills:
Recording experiences
Collage, mixed media, 3D modelling,
clay
Developing and sharing ideas

Additional Information

Topic: Animal Magic
Content:
Animal transformations-caterpillars,
butterflies
Animal homes and habitats
Key Skills:
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas

Topic: Summer Holiday
Content:
Camping, aeroplanes
Key Skills:
Recording experiences
Designing, exploring and developing
ideas

Topic: Circus
Content:
3D model circus
Construction, face painting
Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
Topic: Space
Content:
Class project- solar system, planets, sun,
moons, stars
Key Skills:
Designing, exploring and developing
3D modelling/sculpture
Critical thinking and understanding
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Design & Food
Technology

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport and Adventure
Content:
Different vehicles

Topic: Oceania / Festivals
Content:
Special foods for celebrations

Topic: Babies and Growing / Antarctica

Key Skills:
Design/evaluate
Mechanisms

Key Skills:
Cookery and nutrition
Content:
Cardboard Faces- students use their
imagination to make an imaginary face
out of cardboard
Key Skills:
Ask what shapes could be used for the
face
How could you use different materials
to look like hair or lips?
Think of what colours could be used to
suggest skin colour?
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Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: The Farm / Seasons and Weather Topic: Homes and Houses / Food
Content:
Glorious Food
Food grows in the ground
Content:
Different homes
Key Skills:
Cookery and nutrition
Key Skills:
Design/evaluate
Structures

Topic: Once Upon a Time/ Celebrations

Content:
Rubbish monsters- students create their
own imaginative monster from recycled
and unused materials
Key Skills:
Ask what shapes could be used for the
monster
How could you use different materials
to look like different features?
Think of what colours could be used to
suggest scale, colour?

Summer

Topic: Europe / Under the sea
Content:
Sea life /boat making

Topic: Animal magic / Summer holiday
Content:
Animal Slippers

Key Skills:
Technical knowledge
Making with different materials

Key Skills:
Technical knowledge/evaluate
Textiles

Topic: Circus / Space
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Content:
Card photo frame- students use
cardboard and various materials to
make a sustainably sourced photo
frame
Key Skills:
What shapes can be used and adopted?
What materials could be used to build
each part of the frame?
How can you shape or use particular
materials to use differently?

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Music

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Transport/ Adventure
Content:
Celebrations and Seasons Songs:
Listen to song selection
Participate in action songs
Sign song selection
Sing song selection

Topic: Oceania/Festivals
Content:
Instruments:
Listen to and experience instrumental
sounds from all families
Explore instruments from all families
Create simple ensemble performances
from each family
Discover and describe how instruments
from each family make their sound

Topic: Babies and Growing /Antarctica
Content:
African Drumming:
Listen to extracts of music from West
Africa
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Sing songs from different countries
Play rhythms from Ghana and West
Africa using simple notation
Create and perform ensemble
performance
Performance and peer discussion of
performance
Create own rhythms and layer to create
simple composition

Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance – use voice
Perform as ensemble
Understanding first elements

Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Respond physically to a wide range of
sounds and music
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
instruments
Make simple choices within musical
activities.
Explore how sounds can be made and
changed

Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Describing elements of Ghanaian music
and music from the West Africa
Perform – use voice
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Perform – play rhythms
Perform ensemble piece with others
Compose – create own rhythms with
layers

Spring

Topic: The Farm/ Seasons and Weather
Content:
Nursery Rhymes and Actions Songs:
Listen to nursery rhymes and song
Sing nursery rhymes
Sing action songs
Play along to songs using instruments
and body percussion
Choose instruments to describe
characters within the song
Play leitmotifs for characters within
songs and nursery rhymes
Create own leitmotif with own choice of
instruments to describe a character
within a story
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Respond physically to a wide range of
sounds and music
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
instruments
Performance – use voice

Topic: Homes and Houses/ Food
Glorious Food
Content:
Making Patterns:
Body rhythm games
Follow cards to create class
performances
Play simple patterns on percussion
instruments
Create own patterns on instruments
using cards
Perform own body rhythm patterns
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Participate in actions with support
Clap a pulse to a piece of music
Clap rhythms - point out and pupils use
short and long notes
Create own rhythms and sounds using
body
Repeat short rhythmic and melodic
patterns
Perform with others

Topic: Once Upon a Time/ Celebration
Content:
Chinese Music and Music of the FarEast:
Listen to extracts of music from China
and different countries of the far East
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Sing songs from different countries
Play melodies of songs from China and
the far east using simple notation
Create and perform ensemble
performance of pentatonic piece
Performance and peer discussion of
melodies
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Describing elements of a Chinese music
and music from the far east
Play Chinese melody using features of
the melody and style
Perform – use voice
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Make simple choices within musical
activities
Explore how sounds can be made and
changed
Perform with others

Summer

Topic: Europe/Under the Sea
Content:
Exploring Duration and Pitch:
Sing songs with short/long/high/low
focus
Clap pulse
Clap a pulse to a piece of music
Clapping ensemble games
Use instruments to create
long/short/high/low sounds
Ensemble games with
long/short/high/low notes
Create ensemble performance of
long/short/high/low sounds
Clap a rhythm
Identify and explore how instruments
make long and short sounds
Identify which instruments make high
and low sounds
Key Skills:
Participate in action song with support
Clap a pulse to a piece of music

Perform – play melodies from China and
the far east
Perform ensemble piece with others

Topic: Animal Magic/Summer Holidays
Content:
Introduction to Keyboards:
Explore keyboard – change sounds and
beats
Play first booklet using colour scores
and follow keys
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
sounds
Performance – play first simple tune
using colour score
Use first notation
Make simple choices within musical
activities
Explore how sounds can be made and
changed

Topic: Circus /Space
Content:
Songs from around the World:
Listen to extracts of music from
different countries
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Sing songs from different countries.
Play melodies of songs from around the
World using simple notation
Performance and peer discussion of
melodies
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
sounds
Performance –simple melodies using
colour score.
Use first notation systems
Make simple choices within musical
activities
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Clap rhythms - point out and pupils use
(and learn to identify) short and long
notes
Create own rhythms
Performance - Play long/short/high/low
on instruments
Repeat short rhythmic and melodic
patterns
Identify long/short/high/low notes.
Create long/short/high/low sounds
from different instruments

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
1
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Functional Movement and
Manipulative Skills
Content:
LIL:
Simple movement skills, then
Exploration of simple movement skills
Self –Discovery of body parts and
equipment, then Discovery and control
of body parts with or without
equipment
Playing self -initiated games, then
Playing simple games

Topic: Functional Movement and
Manipulative Skills
Content:
LIL:
Exploration of more difficult and
controlled movement skills
More directed learning with selfdiscovery

Topic: Games
Content:
LIL:
Multi Skills

Key Skills:
Listening to simple one step instructions
Sending and receiving equipment in
various directions, then Sending and
receiving equipment in general
direction of partner

Key Skills:
Listen to and follow more multi step
instructions
Send and receive equipment with
greater accuracy
Ball handling and manipulation with
greater control

Key Skills:
Throwing in general direction
Catching a short chest pass
Bouncing ball when stationary
Kicking ball in general direction
Stick manipulation – holding with
correct grip
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To use all body parts to stop and release
a beanbag or ball, then To use hands to
stop and release a beanbag or ball

Spring

Summer

Topic: Functional Movement and
Aesthetic Movement
Content:
LIL:
Floor work and benches

Topic: Functional Movement and
Aesthetic Movement
Content:
LIL:
Floor/benches and tables

Topic: FUNdamentals (Gym) and Dance
Content:
LIL:
Floorwork

Key Skills:
Moving in a variety of directions
Roll/Stretch or curved body

Key Skills:
Walking/running
Using a variety in length of stride
Perform any roll with good control
Develop different ways of moving
isolated body parts and linking them
together

Topic: Functional Movement Concepts
and Manipulative Skills
Content:
LIL:
Sports Day-Running/throwing and
jumping skills

Topic: Functional Movement Concepts
and Manipulative Skills (LIL F2)
Content:
LIL:
Sports Day-Running/throwing and
jumping skills

Topic: Athletics and Strike and field
Content:
LIL:
Fundamental aspects of running,
jumping and throwing. Simple skills
leading to cricket and rounders

Key Skills:
Run in the right direction, then Run with
a variety of speeds

Key Skills:
Run at different speeds with greater
control

Key Skills:
Running action
Race starts

Key Skills:
Locomotion – controlled movement
Balancing- hold statue still for 3 seconds
Rolling- simple pencil, teddy bear
Jumping- basic two feet to two feet
Turning - simple
Rhythm – basic beats/timing
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Throw a bean bag at a target, then
Throw a bean bag accurately at a target
To jump correctly, then Jump from two
feet to two feet

Additional Information

Throw a piece of equipment for
accuracy and distance
Jump from one foot to two/two to twoleave with either leg

Throwing for both accuracy and
distance
Jumping for both speed and distance
Fielding, throwing and catching,
bowling and batting
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
English

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers / North America
Content:
RWI
Performance Poetry
Stories from a range of genres
(Narrative- Story Structure)
Non Fiction- Information

Topic: Food and farming / Festivals
Content:
RWI
Modern Fiction (Narrative- Action and
suspense)
Poetry -Chant
Non-fiction- Instructions

Topic: Myths and Legends / War and
Peace
Content:
RWI
Fiction from other cultures
Take one poet
Plays

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Fire / South America
Content:
RWI
Fairy Stories (Narrative- Setting,
Character)
Drama/Role play

Topic: Africa / Inside Out
Content:
RWI
Historical Fiction (Narrative- Dilemma)
Plays

Topic: The Garden / Asia
Content:
RWI
Classic Fiction (Narrative- Dialogue)
Non-Fiction-Recount

Key Skills:
Oral language

Key Skills:
Oral language

Key Skills:
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Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic coast
Content:
RWI
Non Fiction- Dictionaries
Stories from a range of genres
(Narrative- plot)

Topic: Wizardry / Pirates
Content:
RWI
Take one poet
Non Fiction- Information/Reference

Topic: Oceans and Seas / Picnic fun
Content:
RWI
Story from a chosen genre
Non-fiction-Explanation

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Maths

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers / North America
Content:
Geometry/property of shapes (3 weeks)
Number and place value (3 weeks)
Multiplication and division (3 weeks)
Fractions (2 weeks)

Topic: Food and Farming / Festivals
Content:
Number, place value & rounding (3
weeks)
Addition and subtraction (4 weeks)
Measure - compare, lengths and
heights, mass/weight, capacity and
volume (2 weeks)
Data (2 weeks)

Topic: Myths and Legends / War and
Peace
Content:
Geometry/property of shapes (4 weeks)
Number, place value and rounding
(4 weeks)
Multiplication and division (3 weeks)

Key Skills:
Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and
100
Find 10 or 100 more or less than a given
number
Identify horizontal and vertical lines and
pairs of perpendicular and parallel line

Spring

Topic: Fire / South America
Content:
Number and place value (1 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (3 weeks)

Key Skills:
Read and write numbers up to 1,000 in
numerals and in words and solve
number problems and practical
problems involving these ideas

Topic: Africa / Inside Out
Content:
Measure – money (2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)

Key Skills:
Estimate the answer to a calculation
and use inverse operations to check
answer
Write and calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication and
division using the multiplication tables
that they know
Topic: The Garden / Asia
Content:
Number, place value and rounding (1
weeks)
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Measure – standard units/ estimates,
lengths/ heights, mass/weight, capacity
and volume (3 weeks)
Geometry (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Add and subtract numbers mentally up
to 100 in 1s and 10s

Summer

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic Coast
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Fractions (3 weeks)
Geometry/property of shapes (3 weeks)
Measure – money
(2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Estimate and read time with increasing
accuracy to the nearest minute1/4 hour
record and compare time Use
vocabulary such as o'clock, am/pm,
morning, afternoon, noon and midnight

Number, place value and rounding (3
weeks)
Multiplication and division (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Solve problems, including missing
number problems, involving
multiplication and division

Topic: Wizardry / Pirates
Content:
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)
Fractions (2 weeks)
Geometry/property of shapes (4 weeks)
Measure – compare, lengths and
heights, mass/weight, capacity and
volume (4 weeks)
Key Skills:
Add and subtract fractions with the
same denominator within one whole
Solve problems that involve fractions

Addition and subtraction (3 weeks)
Measure – compare, lengths and
heights, mass/weight, capacity and
volume (3 weeks)
Data (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Measure, compare, add and subtract:
lengths (m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g);
volume/capacity (l/ml)
Topic: Oceans & Seas / Picnic Fun
Content:
Number, place value and rounding
(2 weeks)
Fractions (3 weeks) Geometry/property
of shapes (3 weeks)
Measure – money (2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Add and subtract amounts of money to
give change, using both £ and p in
practical contexts
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Science

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topics: Explorers / North America
Content:
Materials - States of Matter

Topics: Food and Farming / Festivals
Content:
Living Things – Lifecycles
Physical Processes – Light

Topics: Myths & Legends / War &
Peace
Content:
Physical Processes – Earth & Space /
Forces

Key Skills:
Making Changes
Communicating Observations

Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Observing Changes
Gathering Data

Key Skills:
Exploring the World
Finding Answers using Secondary
Sources

Topics: Fire / South America
Content:
Physical Processes – Electricity

Topics: Africa / Inside Out
Content:
Living Things – Keeping Healthy

Topics: The Garden / Asia
Content:
Materials – Properties of Materials

Key Skills:
Setting up Tests
Reporting on Findings

Key Skills:
Practical Investigations
Making Choices

Key Skills:
Observation
Sorting
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Summer

Topics: Beaches / Jurassic Coast
Content:
Materials – Rocks
Living Things - Habitats
Key Skills:
Asking People Questions
Finding Answers using Secondary
Sources

Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topics: Wizardry / Pirates
Content:
Materials – Changing Materials
Key Skills:
Making + Observing Changes
Identifying Similarities and Differences

Topics: Oceans / Picnic Fun
Content:
Living Things – Classification and
Evolution
Key Skills:
Grouping and Classifying
Noticing Patterns and Relationships

NB: The main focus for teaching, learning and assessment throughout the Primary Phase are the Key Skills
from the Working Scientifically strand. Content related to the 3 other strands of the Science Curriculum
(Living Things, Materials & Physical Processes) have been included for illustrative purposes, to ensure that a
broad and balanced curriculum is offered. More formal teaching and assessment of the knowledge and
understanding of these strands takes place in KS3 and KS4.
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
HumanitiesGeography & History

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers/ North America
Content:
Map skills, famous explorers from the
past, continents, states in North
America, physical and human features,
weather, similarities and differences to
UK

Topic: Food and Farming/ Festivals
Content:
Chronology order of farming, map
where food is produced and why? –
climate etc, close to the Equator?,
festivals through the ages how they are
changed

Topic: Myths and legends/ War and
peace.
Content:
Gods and Villains around the world. –
(Greek, Aztec), chronology myths and
legends, World War 2, Remembrance
Day

Key Skills:
Historical and Geographical vocabulary
Wider cultures
Knowledge of the world

Key Skills:
Exploration of the world
Questioning, investigating
Historical and geographical vocabulary

Key Skills:
Identifying countries
Knowledge of the past
Events in our lives

Topic: Fire/ South America
Content:
Great Fire of London, map skills,
continents, ocean and states included in
South America, weather, physical and
human features

Topic: Africa / Inside out
Content:
Continent, countries, oceans, map skills,
climate, human and physical features,
compare UK, history of African tribes

Topic: The garden/ Asia
Content:
Continents, countries and oceans on a
map, human and physical features,
significant people from Asia, fieldwork
and map making of gardens, visit to
large gardens
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Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Exploring the wider world
Understanding of past events
Questioning and investigating

Key Skills:
Exploring the wider world
Geographical and historical vocabulary

Key Skills:
Map skills
Investigating skills
Keys and map making
Following directions

Topic: Beaches/ Jurassic Coast
Content:
Physical and human features, fieldwork,
weather, past uses of the beaches,
changes in the Jurassic Coast through
the years

Topic: A whole lot of wizardry/ Pirates
Content:
Chronology order of the pirates, map
the oceans that the pirates used,
countries the pirates travelled, history
of wizardry, people’s view on magic in
the past

Topic: Oceans and seas/ Picnic Fun
Content:
Identifying oceans and seas on maps
around the UK and wider, uses of the
sea in the past and present, past in
transport on the sea, fieldwork – map
making of locality, mapping and direct
to a local destination

Key Skills:
Observational skills
Basic geographical and historical
vocabulary

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Awareness of the world, travel
People’s views

Key Skills:
Map skills, directional skills.
Instruction skills
Investigating
Exploring
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

Spring

Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
RE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers / North America
Content:
Humanism – Special Places

Topic: Food and Farming / Festivals
Content:
Judaism – Happy and Sad

Topic: Myths and Legends / War and
Peace
Content:
Baha’I – Wonders of the World

Key Skills:
Expression and Language Identity and
Experience

Key Skills:
Practices and lifestyles Values and
commitments

Topic: Fire / South America
Content:
Christianity – Caring

Topic: Africa / Inside Out
Content:
Islam – Spiritual Stories

Topic: The Garden / Asia
Content:
Traveller community – Stories

Key Skills:
Beliefs and Teachings Meaning and
Purpose

Key Skills:
Expression and Language Identity and
Experience

Key Skills:
Beliefs and Teachings
Values and commitments

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic coast
Content:
Sikhism – Family and Belonging

Topic: Wizardry / Pirates
Content:
Christianity – Rules and Rituals

Topic: Oceans and Seas / Picnic Fun
Content:
Christianity – Special Days

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Identity and Experience
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Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles Values and
Commitments

Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Beliefs and Teachings Meaning and
Purpose

Key Skills:
Expression and Language Meaning and
purpose
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PSHCE/RSE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers / North America
Content:
Being Me:
Good to be Me - describing own
appearance, likes and dislikes, feeling
proud, setting simple goals, how we learn
/ get better at things
Self-Care and Hygiene - washing hands when, how, why, nail care, brushing &
flossing teeth, showering & changing
clothes, independent dressing

Topic: Food and Farming / Festivals
Content:
Being Me:
Feelings - identifying & understanding
emotions, what makes them feel good,
upset & cross/grumpy, ways to calm
down / feel better
Healthy Lifestyles - things that help to
keep us healthy - body and
mind/feelings (balanced diet, exercise,
relaxation, sleep, fun, hobbies, learning,
talking about problems/feelings,
hygiene) and what to do if we are ill

Topic: Myths and Legends / War and
Peace
Content:
Being Me:
Good to be Me - describing own
personality, things that are important to
them, qualities & strengths, things they
find tricky, setting goals, how we learn /
get better at things
Safety & Risk - staying safe at home,
road safety, basic cycle, rail, water and
fire safety, sun safety, staying safe
around strangers, basic online safety,
secrets v nice surprises, feelings around
safe/unsafe, calling the emergency
services

Key Skills:
Self-knowledge, making choices, selfesteem and confidence, selforganisation & independence,
resilience, getting help and support

Key Skills:
Self-awareness, self-regulation, making
choices, responsibility (for own
behaviour), independence, getting help
and support

Key Skills:
Self-knowledge & self-improvement, selfesteem and confidence, responsibility
(for own behaviour), resilience, getting
help and support
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Spring

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: Fire / South America
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Relationships (General) - different types
of relationship, wider family
relationships, appropriate greetings for
different groups of people
Changing & Growing - private parts of
the body, private / public places and
appropriate behaviour, changes of
puberty (including basic intro to
periods)
Key Skills:
Awareness of public/private, developing
understanding of consent, awareness of
different types of relationship, empathy
and compassion, communication skills,
working & playing with others,
appropriate behaviour, recognising and
managing change

Summer

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic Coast

Topic: Africa / Inside Out
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Getting On & Falling Out - being a good
friend (e.g. not being bossy, being fair,
saying sorry)
Bullying & Peer Pressure
What is bullying and teasing and how to
deal with it, saying ‘no’ to negative peer
pressure
Changing & Growing
Physical gender differences, changes of
puberty (including menstruation),
consent and safe / unsafe touch
Key Skills:
Understanding of different types of
relationship, recognising healthy
relationships, empathy and compassion,
respect for others, communication &
assertiveness skills, appropriate
behaviour & understanding of
public/private, growing understanding
of consent, recognising and managing
change, getting support

Topic: Wizardry / Pirates

Topic: The Garden / Asia
Content:
Relationships & Sex Education:
Relationships (General): different types
of families, ways that families care for
one another and help everyone be safe,
positive assertive behaviour v
aggressive or passive behaviour
Changing & Growing - physical gender
differences, changes of puberty (inc
menstruation / sperm), personal hygiene
routines, consent and safe / unsafe
touch
Key Skills:
Understanding of different types of
relationship, recognising healthy
relationships, empathy and compassion,
respect for others, communication &
assertiveness skills, appropriate
behaviour & understanding of
public/private, growing understanding
of consent, recognising and managing
change, getting support

Topic: Oceans and Seas / Picnic
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Content:
Our World:
Diversity - similarities & differences,
treating everyone with
kindness/respect, how people live in
different countries / societies
Living in the Wider World - where things
come from e.g. food / raw materials
Key Skills:
Developing respect, taking
responsibility, making decisions,
following rules, getting help and
support

Additional Information

Content:
Our World:
Rights & Responsibilities - why we need
rules e.g. at school, rights &
responsibilities at school, how to
behave in different places, needs and
wants
Living in the Wider World - helping the
environment e.g. not littering, switching
lights off, recycling, reducing waste
Key Skills:
Showing respect, taking responsibility,
developing sense of social
responsibility, making decisions,
following rules, making choices, getting
help and support

Content:
Our World:
Diversity - ways we are all similar /
different, gender equality (eg re jobs /
household chores)
Living in the Wider World - world of
work (e.g. what people do / wear, rules
at work, how they get paid), money
(saving, making choices)
Key Skills:
Showing respect, taking responsibility,
developing sense of social
responsibility, making decisions,
following rules, making choices, getting
help and support
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Art & Design

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers
Content:
Archaeology, famous explorers

Topic: Food and Farming
Content:
Harvest, crops, plants, growing produce

Topic: Myths and Legends
Content:
Characters, ancient Greek Gods, Perseus
and Medusa

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Evaluating and analysing

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Evaluating and analysing

Topic: North America
Content:
Totem poles, 3D construction, papier
mache, designing, teamwork

Topic: Festivals
Content:
Music, entertainment, posters
Printing/collage

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making

Key Skills:
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Critical thinking and understanding
Topic: War and Peace
Content:
Symbols, images used- dove, poppy,
Remembrance Day
Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Evaluating and analysing
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Spring

Topic: Fire
Content:
Great Fire of London
Famous paintings
Drawings, mark making, different types
of paint
Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
Topic: South America
Content:
Peruvian textiles
Printing, symbols
Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
Printing, collage

Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: Beaches
Content:
Stone/pebble art

Topic: Africa
Content:
Ndbele Art- geometric shapes
Key Skills:
Drawing and painting
Designing, understanding geometric
shape and design
Topic: Inside Out
Content:
Emotions and feelings
Word/emotion art, self portraits
Key Skills:
Colour Theory
Drawing, painting, mixed media
Critical thinking and understanding

Topic: A whole lot of Wizardry
Content:
Costumes, potions, spells, making
wands
Characters, illustration

Topic: The Garden
Content:
Plants, flowers trees, drawing and
painting, pattern formation
Polytile, card
William Morris inspired work
Key Skills:
Printing
Observational drawing
Designing and making
Topic: Asia
Content:
Painting on wood and fabric
Chinese wood cuts, ceramics
Key Skills:
Using watercolours, painting, fabric
painting
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
Topic: Oceans and Seas
Content:
Sea creatures, water, waves
Colour mixing, large scale painting
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Key Skills:
Painting, designing, drawing
Mixed media
Topic: Jurassic Coast
Content:
Fossils
Key Skills:
Drawing designing
2D relief, card/tape construction
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing

Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Drawing, designing and making
Topic: Pirates
Content:
Treasure chests jewels, maps
Making hats, making a pirate ship
Key Skills:
Designing, exploring materials
Modifying, drawing and painting, using
scissors

Key Skills:
Investigation and research
Designing and making
Evaluating and analysing
Topic: Picnic Fun
Content:
3D Pop Art inspired food items
Claus Oldenberg soft sculptures
Donuts and Biscuits
Key Skills:
Research and critical thinking and
understanding
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Design & Food
Technology

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers / North America

Topic: Food and Farming / Festivals

Topic: Myths and Legends / War and
Peace

Content:
Superheroes- students use their
imagination to design a superhero of
their choice with one main ability
explaining their background

Content:
Christmas decorations- students design
a Christmas/general decoration using
recycled materials

Content:
Landmarks- students use cardboard/
recycled materials to make famous
landmarks or buildings
Key Skills:
What shapes can be used and adapted?
What materials could be used to build
each section?
How can you shape or manipulate
particular materials to use differently?

Key Skills:
Ask what colours they will use on the
design? Why?
Say what ability they have and why?
Say why their hero is better than others
are?
Explain a story about who they are and
where they live?

Key Skills:
Students can choose specific colours for
their design
What materials can I use to make the
shape?
How can I use recycled materials to help
make it?
How big must it be and why?
Can it have a theme or an image
associated with Christmas in its design
to make it stand out?
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Spring

Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Topic: Fire / South America

Topic: Africa / Inside out

Topic: Asia / The Garden

Content:
Litter Bugs- students create their own
imaginative bug from recycled and
unused materials

Content:
Paper puppets- students will design and
make their own paper puppet using
recycled materials

Key Skills:
Ask what shapes could be used for the
bug?
How could you use different materials
to look like different features?
Think of what colours could be used to
suggest wing or hair colour?

Content:
Playground equipment- students design
and make a small model from recycled
materials of a new ride/play equipment
they could have in the playground

Key Skills:
Ask what colours they will use on the
design? Why?
Say what their puppet character is and
its own background story
Could their puppet be seasonal
themed?
Could they put together a story with the
puppets to perform?

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic Coast

Topic: A whole lot of Wizardry / Pirates

Key Skills:
Students can choose specific colours for
their design
What materials can I use to make the
model?
How can I use recycled materials to help
make it?
How big must it be and why?
Can it have a theme or an animal in its
design to make it stand out?
Topic: Oceans and Seas / Picnic Fun
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Content:
Lighthouse from recycled materialsstudents use recycled materials to make
a 3d lighthouse

Content:
Designing a kite- students will use
various materials and some recycled
items to make a kite to fly

Key Skills:
Students can choose specific colours for
their design
What materials can I use to make the
shape?
How can I use recycled materials to help
make it?
How big must it be and why?

Key Skills:
Students can choose specific colours for
their design
What materials can I use to make the
shape?
How can I use recycled materials to help
make it?
How big must it be and why?
Can it have a theme or an animal in its
design to make it stand out?

Additional Information

Content:
Cardboard vehicle- students use
recycled materials/cardboard to make a
vehicle of their choice. It could be a
car/bus/lorry/train etc
Key Skills:
Students can choose their specific
vehicle
Students look at existing pictures of
vehicles and try to use recycled
materials to make a model of it.
Students think of how big it will be and
why?
What existing materials/boxes could be
used to make the model easier to
make?
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
ICT

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Basic parts of a computer-what
each part is and what it does
Content:
Students could label what the parts of a
computer are-the whole focus is for
students to understand what the
monitor/screen/keyboard/
mouse is. The students must just get
used to using the computer

Topic: How can a computer be used?
Content:
Students will learn and understand the
different ways a computer can be used
and how as a teenager it can be used to
help them

Topic: Responsibilities of using
technology
Content:
Students learn about why it is important
to be respectful to each other online
and who ultimately is responsible

Key Skills:
Students will learn about the different
ways computers are now used in the
world and how they can be used. This
could include= Communicating via
email/writing a letter/being used for
research/contacting family/posting
videos/conferencing

Key Skills:
Students are taught about the good and
bad points of responsibilities as a
person online, this could include= Being
respectful of other people
online/trolling/cyber bullying/not using
it for hacking/misleading
someone/posting fake news

Key Skills:
Students are getting to know what the
basics of the computer are, tasks could
be= Labelling computer parts, using
each part and saying what it is

Topic: Developing and explaining
through ICT
Content:
Students refresh use of word and using
basic computing tools to produce a
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

slideshow of what they did over the
summer
Key Skills:
Students use PowerPoint but may need
refresher= tools used=changing
background/font colour/shape
tools/word art/font size/picture
boarders/add music

Spring

Topic: Using PowerPoint in lessons
Content:
Students develop their basic skills of
copy and pasting and using PowerPoint
Key Skills:
Students are learning the basics of
PowerPoint= Copy and paste/word
art/changing sizes/colours/how to get
pictures off internet and paste them

Topic: Design your own Easter designs
PowerPoint/Paint
Content:
Students use both paint and PowerPoint
to design a range of Easter egg designs
using both programs basic tools

Topic: Who do we go to if we need help
on the computer?
How can we communicate with each
other using a computer?
Content:
Students will go through how people
connect with each other online and how
do we share that information to each
other
Students start to learn about what they
should do and who to talk to if they
have problems when on the computer
Key Skills:
Students learn about what and who to
talk to about issues that arise when on
the computer= They can learn about=
Gaming safety/social media
reporting/stranger

Topic: Why is it important to treat
others nicely online?
Content:
Students learn about the repercussions
of not treating others nicely online and
the methods with which this happens
Key Skills:
Students learn about the good and bad
points of treating others online with
respect. Again a focus is on= cyber
bullying/fake news/social media/latest
games and ways people may try to act
badly on them
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Summer

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Students are repeating using the basic
tools of paint and PowerPoint to
become accustomed to using the
software at a basic level in designing=
These include using shape tools/colour
font/size of font/background copy and
paste tools

reporting/inappropriate
comments/online bullying

Topic: Design development using Word
and PowerPoint
Content:
Students use PowerPoint and word to
design a poster of what they like doing
in the summer months

Topic: Why is it important not spend
too much time on the computer?
Content:
Students are taught about why too
much screen time is unhealthy and
leads to unhealthy lifestyle

Key Skills:
Students use basic skills of using both
PowerPoint and word to produce a
poster= Use shapes/colours/copy and
paste/word art/images/font type

Key Skills:
Students learn about what is a healthy
amount of screen time. They can learn
about= What is a healthy
obsession/what isn't healthy
online/what can happen if too much
time is spent on there/social and mental
health issues/how it can affect them
over the long-term

Topic: Country fact file design
Content:
Students choose a country and with
help find out what animals live there
and what food is eaten there to be put
onto a poster about the country

Topic: What is a digital footprint? How
does it stay online?
Content:
Students learn about how a digital
footprint can affect them and be used
as evidence against them if they are
mistreating others online
Key Skills:
Students learn about how their
actions/websites visited and
interactions on social media can all be
traced as a digital footprint. This could
include= What is a digital footprint/
What type of things can get you in
trouble/social media reporting/ video
comments/trolling/abusive and bullying
attacks/reference to the Police view of
it/jobs affected
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Students can use word/paint/
PowerPoint to design the poster about a
country of their choice. They will use=
copy and paste tool/colour font/size
changes/shape tools/word
art/images/borders/backgrounds

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Music

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Explorers/ North America
Content:
Introduction to the elements of music:
Define each musical element
Listen to examples of each element
Perform songs as ensemble to practise
elements
Play songs using simple notation with
attention to each element

Topic: Food and Farming/ Festivals
Content:
Instruments:
Listen to and experience instrumental
sounds from all families
Explore instruments from all families
Create simple ensemble performances
from each family
Discover how instruments from each
family make their sound
Create own composition using
instrumental sounds from all families

Topic: Myths and Legends/ War and
Peace
Content:
Sea Shanties:
Listen to Drunken Sailor
Discuss features
Sing Drunken Sailor
Read through presentation and discuss
features of a sea shanty and jobs they
would accompany
Play melody of drunken sailor
Add simple one note accompaniment
Perform drunken sailor
Listen to Old Maui and Haul Away Joe
Discuss features and type of shanties
through presentation
Sing Old Maui and Haul Away Joe
Compose own sea shanty lyrics/melody

Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Perform – use voice with attention to
style and simple elements
Performance –simple melodies using
notation system with attention to
simple elements
Make simple choices within musical
activities

Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
instruments using copied techniques
Make simple choices within musical
activities
Composition – create own composition
by explore sounds from each family and
creating patterns and layers

Key Skills:
Describe what a sea shanty was used for
Describing elements of a sea shanty
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Sing a sea shanty using features of the
melody and style
Perform – use voice
Perform – play sea shanty
Add first simple accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard
Compose own sea shanty with lyrics

Spring

Topic: Fire/ South America
Content:
Reggae and Caribbean Music:
Listen to extracts of music from the
Caribbean
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Sing songs from the Caribbean and
Reggae songs
Play melodies of songs using simple
notation
Performance and peer discussion of
melodies
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Describing elements of a Caribbean
music and Reggae
Play Reggae melody using features of
the melody and style
Perform – use voice

Topic: Africa/ Inside out
Content:
Keyboard Skills:
Explore keyboard – change sounds and
beats
Play first booklet using colour scores
and follow keys
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
sounds
Performance – play first simple tune
using colour score
Introduction to first notation
Make simple choices within musical
activities
Explore how sounds can be made and
changed

Topic: The Garden/ Asia
Content:
Samba:
Listen to extracts of music from Brazil
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Play rhythms from Samba using simple
notation
Create and perform ensemble
performance
Performance and peer discussion of
performance
Create own rhythms and layer to create
simple composition
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Describing elements of Samba and
music from Brazil
Perform – use voice
Perform – play rhythms
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Perform ensemble piece with others
Compose – create own rhythms with
layers

Summer

Topic: Beaches / Jurassic Coast
Content:
Graphic Score:
Watch graphic score videos and discuss
how symbols represent the sounds
heard
Pupils play graphic scores individually
and as ensemble
Pupils create performance of multi-layer
graphic score as ensemble
Pupils choose instruments and create a
symbol for each instrument
Pupils create own graphic score
Pupils practise graphic score
Final performance
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Performance - Play tuned and un-tuned
sounds
Performance – play graphic scores with
own choices of instruments
Introduction to first notations
Make simple choices within musical
activities

Topic: A whole lot of Wizardry/Pirates
Content:
Musicals:
Listen to extracts of music from
musicals
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Sing songs from different musicals
Play melodies of songs from musicals
Performance and peer discussion of
melodies
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Perform – use voice with attention to
style and simple elements
Performance –simple melodies using
notation system
Make simple choices within musical
activities

Topic: Oceans and Seas/ Picnic fun
Content:
Gamelan:
Listen to extracts of music from Bali and
Indonesia
Discuss the elements of the music and
the instruments
Play melodies from Bali using simple
notation
Create and perform ensemble
performance
Performance and peer discussion of
performance
Create own melody and layer to create
simple composition.
Key Skills:
Listening with concentration
Describing elements of Gamelan and
music from Bali
Perform – play melodies
Perform ensemble piece with others
Compose – create own melody with
layers
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Explore how sounds can be made and
changed
Composition – create own score and
explain choices

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
2
Autumn

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Topic: Games
Content:
LIL:
Multi Skills

Topic: Invasion Games
Content:
LIL:
Multi Sports (Football, Hockey, Rugby
and Basketball)

Topic: Invasion Games
Content:
LIL:
Multi Sports (Football, Hockey, Rugby
and Basketball)

Key Skills:
Throwing with greater accuracy
Catching chest, bounce and javelin pass
Bouncing ball with good hand
Kicking ball with greater accuracy
Stick manipulation – grip for various
passes and dribbling
Attack and defence play up to 3v3

Key Skills:
Throwing with greater accuracy and
distance
Catching various passes on move
Bouncing ball with either hand
Kicking ball to moving target
Stick manipulation – for various passes,
dribbling and shooting when moving
Attack and Defence play up to 6v6

Topic: FUNdamentals (Gym) and Dance
Content:
LIL:
Floorwork
All apparatus

Topic: FUNdamentals (Gym)and Yoga
Content:
LIL:
Floorwork
All apparatus
Cosmic Kids Yoga

Key Skills:
Throwing with some accuracy
Catching chest and bounce pass
Bouncing ball when moving
Kicking ball with some accuracy
Stick manipulation- grip for short pass
and long pass

Spring

Topic: FUNdamentals (Gym)and Yoga
Content:
LIL:
Floorwork
Low apparatus
Cosmic Kids Yoga
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2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Key Skills:
Locomotion controlled travel in various
ways
Balancing- on strong base
Rolling- pencil, teddy bear, forward
Jumping – 1 to2, 2-2,
Turning
Body control

Summer

Topic: Athletics & Over the net
Content:
LIL:
Building on and reinforcing
Fundamental aspects of running,
jumping and throwing. Simple skills
leading to playing tennis and volleyball
Key Skills:
To re-enforce running arm/leg action
and head and body position. Reaction
and response to signal. Various
throwing and jumping actions. Basic
racquet control with
forehand/backhand, underarm serve.
Basic serve, dig, set and smash shots

Key Skills:
Locomotion – controlled on floor and
apparatus
Balancing – 3 body parts
Rolling – various from low start
Jumping 1 to 2, 2-2, 2-1
Turning- faster in time with music
Rhythm more intricate beats
Body control and posture

Key Skills:
Locomotion – controlled on floor and
apparatus
Balancing 2 or 1 body part
Rolling –various from different starts
Jumping - various apparatus
Turning low to high, high to low
Controlled Posture
Strong base

Topic: Quad kids Athletics and Outdoor
Ed
Content:
LIL:
Quad Kids comprises of running both
sprint and distance, long jump and
throwing a javelin. Basic teamwork and
challenges for outdoor ed

Topic: Quad Kids Athletics /Strike and
field
Content:
LIL:
Quad Kids comprises of running both
sprint and distance, long jump and
throwing a javelin. Build on skills to play
simple cricket and rounders

Key Skills:
To acquire and build skills for:
Sprinting, Long jump, Distance 200m400m,
Javelin and relays. Teamwork,
communication, Problem solving

Key Skills:
To build skills for: Sprinting, Long jump,
Distance 200m-400m, Javelin and
relays. Fielding, throwing and catching
bowling and batting
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Additional Information

2ii - Key Stage 1 & 2

Three year rolling programme beginning school year 2020-2021

Appendix 2iii Primary Topics
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1

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Adventure

The Farm

Seasons and
Weather

Europe

Under the sea.

Oceania

Festivals

Homes and houses

Food Glorious Food

Animal Magic

Australia here we come.
Magic Carpet – Great
Barrier Reef

Magic Carpet – Chinese
New Year.

Victorian Historian
Magic Carpet – No
place like home.

Antarctica

Once Upon a time

Transport
Stepping back in time?

2

3

Babies/growing

Magic Carpet – The
Antarctic

Summer Holiday
Let’s all go on a Summer
Holiday

Celebrations

Circus

Space

The Circus is in town.
Magic Carpet ride

To Infinity and Beyond

Primary Topics continued
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Asia

Ocean and Seas
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Picnic Fun
Perfect Picnic Fun
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
English

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Novels/character and plot
Content:
Novel - Wolves of Willoughby Chase
Writing – Wolf Fact Sheet
Fresh Start

Topic: Novels/character and plot
Content:
Novel – Skellig
Writing – Newspaper article
Fresh Start

Topic: Novels/character and plot
Content:
Novel – Holes
Writing – emailing home/diary entries
Fresh Start

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Shakespeare/Drama/creative
writing
Content:
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Writing: Creative writing linked to
drama
Fresh Start

Topic: Shakespeare/Drama/creative
writing
Content:
The Tempest
Writing: Creative writing linked to
drama
Fresh Start

Topic: Shakespeare/Drama/creative
writing
Content:
Romeo and Juliet
Writing: Creative writing linked to
drama
Fresh Start

Key Skills:
Oral language

Key Skills:
Oral language

Key Skills:
Oral language

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Spring
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Summer

Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Poetry/film and media
Content:
Poems from Michael Rosen, Valerie
Bloom, Kit Wright and Nic Tokzek
Film studies – Song of the Sea (IntoFilm)
Fresh Start

Topic: Poetry/film and media
Content:
Poems from Benjamin Zephaniah, Liz
Niven and Roger McGough
Film Studies – Jumangi (IntoFilm)
Fresh Start

Topic: Poetry/film and media
Content:
Poems from other cultures
Wildred Own, Joe Coelho, Naomi Shihab
Nye, Jacqueline Woodson.
Film Studies – La La land (IntoFilm)
Fresh Start

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Maths

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Money / Number / Measure /
Geometry
Content:
Number and place value (4 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (3 weeks)
Measure - weight and capacity (2
weeks)
Measure – money and length (2
weeks)
Geometry – position, direction and
motion (2 weeks)

Topic: Money / Geometry /
Multiplication / Measure
Content:
Geometry - property of shapes (3
weeks)
Number and place value (4 weeks)
Multiplication and division (3 weeks)
Measure – lengths and weights,
money (3 weeks)

Topic: Money / Number / Geometry /
Measure
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (2 weeks)
Geometry - property of shapes (3
weeks)
Measure – money (2 weeks)
Measure – lengths and weights,
money (2 weeks)

Key Skills:
Identify, represent and estimate
numbers using different representation
Round any number to the nearest 10,
100 or 1,000

Spring

Topic: Measure / Number / Statistics /
Fractions
Content:
Measure – money and time (3 weeks)

Key Skills:
Estimate, compare and calculate
different measures, including money in
pounds and pence

Topic: Statistics / Geometry / Number
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Addition and subtraction (2 weeks)

Key Skills:
Solve simple measure and money
problems involving fractions and
decimals to 2 decimal places.

Topic: Number / Geometry / Statistics
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Multiplication and division (2 weeks)
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Number and place value (3 weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Fractions (1 weeks)
Geometry – properties of shape (2
weeks)
Key Skills:
Describe positions on a 2-D grid as
coordinates in the first quadrant

Summer

Topic: Money / Measure / Statistics
Content:
Geometry – position and
direction/properties of shape (2
weeks)
Number and place value (3 weeks)
Measure – length, weight, capacity and
temperature (3 weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Multiplication and division (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Recognise and use factor pairs and
commutativity in mental calculations

Measure – lengths and weights,
money (2 weeks)
Geometry – position and direction (2
weeks)
Geometry - property of shapes (1
weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Plot specified points and draw sides to
complete a given polygon
Topic: Money / Number / Measure /
Statistics
Content:
Number and place value (2 weeks)
Fractions (2 weeks)
Geometry - property of shapes (2
weeks)
Measure – money (2 weeks)
Measure – time (2 weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Estimate, compare and calculate
different measures, including money in
pounds and pence

Measure – time (2 weeks)
Geometry – position and direction (2
weeks)
Geometry - property of shapes (1
weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Multiply two-digit and three-digit
numbers by a one-digit number using
formal written layout
Topic: Money / Geometry / Number /
Statistics
Content:
Geometry - property of shapes (3
weeks)
Number and place value (4 weeks)
Measure – lengths and weights,
money (3 weeks)
Statistics (2 weeks)
Key Skills:
Interpret and present discrete and
continuous data using appropriate
graphical methods, including bar charts
and time graphs
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Science

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Everyday Materials
Content:
Variety of everyday materials
Properties of a variety of everyday
materials
Group materials on their simple physical
properties

Topic: Using Materials
Content:
Changing materials.
Materials for particular uses

Topic: Forces – Friction and Magnets
Content:
How things move on different surfaces.
Contact and non-contact forces
including magnets.
How magnets attract or repel each
other and other materials.
Magnetic materials.

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Rocks and Fossils
Content:
Fossils formation.
Soil composition.
Different kinds of rocks
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Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Spring

Topic: Animals and the Human Body
Content:
Animals including fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals
Carnivores, herbivores and omnivores
Basic parts of the human body and our
senses
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Topic: Growing and Staying Healthy
Content:
Animals, including humans, life cycle.
Basic needs of animals, including
humans, for survival.
The importance for humans of exercise,
diet and hygiene
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Habitats
Content:
Habitats provide for the basic needs for
different kinds of animals and plants
that are suited to them.
Plants and animals in their habitats,
including micro-habitats.
Simple food chains

Topic: The Human Body – Skeleton,
Muscles and Nutrition
Content:
Humans have skeletons and muscles for
support, protection and movement
Diet and nutrition
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Light
Content:
Explore light and dark.
Reflection.
The Sun and its dangers
Shadows
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Summer

Topic: Plants and the Seasons
Content:
Common wild and garden plants
Structure of a variety of common
flowering plants
Things that are living, dead, and things
that have never been alive
The four seasons, weather and day
length
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Topic: How do Plants Grow?
Content:
Plants need water, light and a suitable
temperature to grow and stay healthy
How seeds and bulbs grow into mature
plants

Topic: Plants – Structure,
Requirements, Water Transport and
Life Cycle
Content:
Requirements of plants for life and how
they vary
Functions of different parts of flowering
plants
How water is transported within plants.
Life cycle of flowering plants, including
pollination, seed formation and seed
dispersal

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
HumanitiesGeography & History

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Europe – France and Germany
Content
Studies artefacts about World War 2.
Acts out how people were different and
why.
Learns 7 continents and 5 oceans.
Takes part in Remembrance.
Compare features in Germany or France
in comparison to UK

Topic: Asia – China
Content:
Learn to the continent of Asia and the
countries within. Compare China to
England. Physical and human features of
China. Understand the Shang dynasties.
Location and climate linked to the
equator

Topic: Africa
Content:
Studies the continent of Africa and the
countries within. Workings of
mountains, earthquakes and volcanoes.
Physical and human features.
Significant person in history from Africa

Key Skills:
Uses common words and phrases
related to the passing time. Knows
about significant historical events.
Uses maps

Spring

Topic: Kings and Queens
Content:
Study the British monarch. Significant
life of Henry VIII or Queen Victoria.
Study artefacts differences and
similarities in Victorian or Tudor times.

Key Skills:
Use words and phrases related to the
past and the present. Knows significant
historical events and different ways that
the past is represented. Uses maps, key
features within a non-European country
Topic: Modern Time
Content:
Study the era of 70s and 80s in UK and
America.

Key Skills:
Uses common words and phrases and
achievements, questioning about
specific people and events beyond
observations.
Uses maps, basic geographical words
and phrases
Topic: Ancient Cultures
Content:
Study the early civilizations (Romans,
Egyptians, Greeks) study information,
questioning, similarities and differences.
Locate the countries using maps. Locate
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Learn the capital of England. The
countries to make the UK
Key Skills:
Uses common phrases and words about
significant people, similarities and
differences beyond living memory.
Study artefacts. Uses map of the UK

Summer

Topic: Seas, Rivers and Lakes
Content:
Observing seas, rivers and lakes in the
UK. Water cycle. Locality of lakes, rivers
and seas. Journey of a river. Famous
Rivers and lakes, waterfalls around the
world. weather patterns. Recreational
uses of the seas, rivers and lakes.
Renewable energy. Past events that
have included the use of rivers and seas
Key Skills:
Uses of maps, use of OS maps locality,
observational and questioning skills,
geographical vocabulary and historical
events

similarities and differences in lifestyle,
significant events and significant people.
Locate America and the different states
Key Skills:
Use words and phrases related to the
past and the present. Knows significant
historical events and different ways that
the past is represented. Uses Maps

human features linked to the early
civilizations

Topic: Population: Cities, Towns and
Villages
Content:
Similarities and differences Cities,
Towns and Villages. Population
definitions and impact. Buildings from
beyond and living memory. Chronology
ordering of eras. Locality of events
beyond living memory of Sturminster
Newton. Map reading using Ordnance
survey maps

Topic: Agriculture
Content:
Use and importance of agriculture.
Agriculture through history. Seasons of
crops and animals. Comparing
similarities and differences of
agriculture around the world. locality
and Ordnance Survey maps to locate
Agriculture land

Key Skills:
Map skills, directional skills,
observational and questioning skills.
Researching skills. Comparing and
observing historical characteristics to
define eras

Key Skills:
Uses common words and phrases and
achievements of early civilizations,
questioning about specific people and
events beyond observations.
Uses maps, basic geographical words
and phrases

Key Skills:
Map skills, directional skills and
language, observational and research
skills, use of historical and geographical
language
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
RE

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Self
Content: Christianity

Topic: Leadership
Content: Christianity

Topic: Meaning and Purpose
Content: Christianity

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Identity and Experience

Key Skills:
Beliefs and teachings
Meaning and Purpose

Key Skills:
Beliefs and teachings
Values and Commitments

Topic: Society and Diversity
Content: Buddhism

Topic: Pleasure and Suffering
Content: Sikhism

Topic: Patterns of Life
Content: Buddhism

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Meaning and Purpose

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Identity and Experience

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Identity and Experience

Topic: Value of our World
Content: Islam

Topic: Ideal World
Content: Judaism

Topic: Community and Unity
Content: Islam

Key Skills:
Beliefs and teachings
Values and Commitments

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Values and Commitments

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Meaning and Purpose
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PSHCE/RSE

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Being Me
Content:
Feelings - identifying/ describing range
of feelings; things that make them e.g.
calm, happy, angry / grumpy, worried
/anxious; positive ways of dealing with
anger/anxiety etc

Topic: Being Me
Content:
Good to be Me - personal qualities,
things they are good at / find difficult;
things that help/hinder learning; setting
& achieving goals

Topic: Being Me
Content:
Feelings - strategies to manage difficult
feelings, coping with sadness and loss

Self-Care and Hygiene - good personal
hygiene: social & health reasons;
effective showering/washing and use of
deodorant; how to wash hair; nail care;
dental hygiene
Key Skills:
Self-awareness & self-knowledge
Self-esteem & confidence
Responsibility & Independence
Resilience
Getting help and support
Making Choices

Healthy Lifestyles - what is health?
(physical & emotional); healthy eating;
exercise; sleep; benefits of fun, hobbies,
friends, talking about feelings etc
Smoking, Alcohol & Drugs - caffeine
(including energy drinks); smoking: why
people might smoke, effects (health,
social, financial, appearance), giving up

Key Skills:
Self-awareness & self-knowledge
Self-esteem & confidence
Responsibility & Independence
Resilience

Safety & Risk - understanding /
identifying and managing / minimising
risk; rail, water and fire safety; online
safety
Smoking, Alcohol & Drugs – alcohol:
responsible drinking v alcohol misuse;
risks of binge drinking / long-term
alcohol misuse

Key Skills:
Self-awareness & self-knowledge
Self-esteem & confidence
Responsibility & Independence
Resilience
Getting help and support
Making Choices
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Getting help and support
Making Choices

Spring

Topic: Relationships & Sex Education
Content:
Getting On & Falling Out - things that
cause conflict; resolving friendship
problems; working with others
Bullying & Peer Pressure - dealing with
negative peer pressure and teasing;
bullying (emotional and physical
Changing & Growing - physical gender
differences (internal & external);
gender identity; changes of puberty
(including wet dreams, skin & hair and
emotional changes); friends v
boyfriend/girlfriend relationships
(including same sex); consent and safe /
unsafe touch; conception, pregnancy &
birth
Key Skills:
Recognising and managing healthy
relationships
Empathy, Compassion & Respect for
others
Communication & Assertiveness skills
Consent

Topic: Relationships & Sex Education
Content:
Relationships (General) - healthy and
unhealthy relationships; secrets (when
to keep/tell); privacy and personal
boundaries; staying safe (relationships
& strangers); aggressive, assertive and
passive ways of dealing with issues
Changing & Growing - changes of
puberty; what does ‘sex’ mean NB
sexual orientation; fertilization,
pregnancy and birth; basic
understanding of CSE / staying safe

Key Skills:
Recognising and managing healthy
relationships
Empathy, Compassion & Respect for
others
Communication & Assertiveness skills
Consent
Managing change, including getting
support

Topic: Relationships & Sex Education
Content:
Getting On & Falling Out - working with
others: identifying contributions, roles
in a group, problem solving techniques,
respect & constructively challenging
others
Bullying & Peer Pressure - range of
behaviours and impact; reasons /
feelings of bullies / witnesses;
constructive responses to bullying, peer
pressure, stereotyping or aggression;
friendship group v gang
Changing & Growing – managing
changes of puberty; what does ‘sex’
mean NB sexual orientation; sexual
attraction & love; fertilization,
development of foetus & birth; CSE and
staying safe
Key Skills:
Recognising and managing healthy
relationships
Empathy, Compassion & Respect for
others
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Summer

Managing change, including getting
support
Recognising and managing peer
influence and the need for peer
approval

Recognising and managing peer
influence and the need for peer
approval

Communication & Assertiveness skills
Consent
Managing change, including getting
support
Recognising and managing peer
influence and the need for peer
approval

Topic: Our World
Content:
Rights & Responsibilities - fair and
unfair; needs & wants; rights (UN Rights
of the Child & rights at school);
responsibilities (home, school,
community, environment)

Topic: Our World
Content:
Diversity - differences and similarities
(family, culture, religion, age, sex);
stereotyping, prejudice and
discrimination; different opinions /
debating e.g. animal rights, banning
smoking

Topic: Our World
Content:
Rights & Responsibilities - human rights;
responsibilities (home, school,
community, environment)

Living in the Wider World - improving
school / local area - own actions and
democracy
Key Skills:
Personal and social responsibility
Respect for rules & laws
Working as a group
Respect for rights & opinions of others
Valuing and respecting diversity
Thinking about own values
Evaluating and challenging different
opinions

Living in the Wider World - poverty in
UK and different parts of the world;
helping others eg fair trade, charity,
volunteering; managing money
Key Skills:
Personal and social responsibility
Respect for rules & laws
Working as a group
Respect for rights & opinions of others
Valuing and respecting diversity
Thinking about own values

Living in the Wider World - climate
change & what we can do

Key Skills:
Personal and social responsibility
Respect for rules & laws
Working as a group
Respect for rights & opinions of others
Valuing and respecting diversity
Thinking about own values
Evaluating and challenging different
opinions
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Evaluating and challenging different
opinions

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Art & Design

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Ceramics- Mythical Creatures
Content:
Mythical Creatures Pinch Pot/Thumb
Pot Techniques
Animal Patterns and prints. Texture tiles
Using slips
Own design
Create Habitat for animal from card

Topic: Ceramics- Coil Pots
Content:
Kate Malone
Ceramics- Coiling techniques
Extruding, addition, slips and decoration
Glazes

Topic: Ceramics- Slab Pots
Content:
Aztec, Mayan and Inca Art
Engraving, Relief and Inlayed
techniques, Slab Pot techniques
Red and Buff clay
Clear glazes

Key Skills:
Drawing, designing, modelling,
contruction, ceramic techniques-pinch
pot, modifying, evaluating

Spring

Topic: Aboriginal Dreamtime
Content:
Links to English, ICT
-Aboriginal Message sticks
Paintings, storytelling, string prints,
Drawing and design skills

Key Skills:
Drawing, design, modifying, evaluating,
Ceramic construction- coiling, glazes

Topic: Printing
Content:
Polytile, Foam, String Printing
Repeat patterns, Collagraphs
Printing on Fabrics Designs inspired by
initials

Key Skills:
Drawing, designing, research skills,
ceramic construction-slab techniques,
relief, engraving, inlaying, using glazes

Topic: Street Art
Content:
Art or Vanalism?
Banksy, Blek le Rat, Basquiat
Stencils
Photoshop
Photography
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Summer

Key Skills:
Drawing, Symbolism, speaking and
listening, communication, painting

Key Skills:
Drawing, designing, modifying,
evaluating, using rollers, using printing
press, understanding of pattern, range
of material

Key Skills:
ICT- Photoshop, using stencils, drawing,
designing, modifying, evaluating,
painting, photography, critical thinking

Topic: Artists Book (21st Century)
Content:
Research and drawing, creating an
informative guide on a chosen artist
Designing and creating a piece of work
inspired by their artist

Topic: Recycled Art
Content:
Drawings, designing, construction,
Teamwork
Art in the community, collaborations
3D pieces/sculptures. Reusing found
materials. Use of glue guns

Topic: Pop Art
Content:
Food Objects
Andy Warhol, Robert Rauschenberg, Jim
Dine
Claus Oldenburg

Key Skills:
Research skills, observational drawing,
collecting info from secondary sources,
using a sketch book, independent
learning

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Drawing, designing, teamwork, card
construction techniques, 3D
construction, using hot glue guns, pliers,
wire

Key Skills:
Research gathering, speaking &
listening, presentation skills, ICT,
Drawing, painting
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Spring

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Food & Textiles

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Food Tech- Kitchen Passport
Content:
Core skills, using equipment.
Baking basics, Christmas cooking

Topic: Food Tech -In the Soup
Content:
Soups-working with vegetables,
designing, preparation and cooking

Topic: Pasta Production
Content:
Bakes, hob dishes, using meat, soup,
own designs

Key Skills:
Weighing, measuring, identifying
equipment. Mixing, kneading, rolling
cutting

Key Skills:
Peeling, chopping, slicing, grating,
frying, using the hob, using the oven,
handling hot liquids, using the blender

Key Skills:
Peeling, chopping, slicing, grating,
frying, using the hob, using the oven,
handling hot liquids, grilling

Topic: Textiles- Tie Dye
Content:
Understanding of natural and manmade
dyes, using a sewing machine, use of
fastening and stitches, fabric
composition, natural and synthetic
fibres, drawing, designing, colourways

Topic: Textiles- Felt making
Content:
Making felt by hand, using wet felting
process

Topic: Textiles- Hats or T shirts
Content:
Understanding of natural and manmade
fabric, understanding applique and
logos, using a sewing machine, use of
fastening and stitches, fabric
composition, natural and synthetic
fibres, drawing, designing, colourways

Key Skills:
Tying, understanding of dyes, hand and
machine sewing, ironing

Key Skills:
Researching, deconstruction, design
brief, designing, modifying, evaluating,
wet felt making, using the washing
machine
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Key Skills:
Applique, pattern cutting, hand and
machine sewing, designing,
construction. Target audience

Summer

Topic: Food Tech- Summer Salads
Content:
Healthy Diets
Pasta, potato, couscous, roasted veg,
Rice salad
Key Skills:
Peeling, chopping, slicing, grating,
frying, using the hob, using the oven,
handling hot liquids

Additional Information

Topic: Food Tech – The Perfect Pizza
Content:
Researching and exploring a range of
pizza products, exploring different bases
and toppings
Design and make tasks, tasting, testing,
evaluating
Key Skills:
Weighing, measuring, mixing, kneading,
rolling, cutting, designing, use of quality
control. Modifying, evaluating, sensory
analysis

Topic: Food TechGreat British Bake Off
Content:
Designing and making a range of sweet
and savoury baked products
Key Skills:
Weighing, measuring, mixing, kneading,
rolling, cutting, designing, use of quality
control. Modifying, evaluating, sensory
analysis
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Design & Technology

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic:
2D design tutorials
Book mark/trophy

Topic:
2D design
coaster
Clock design

Topic:
3d modelling
task
=3d tank and
perfume
bottle

Content:
CAD/CAM understanding and
knowledge of its application in the real
world
Understanding of the good and bad
points of using CAD/CAM over humans
Key Skills:
Basic 2d design skills built to aid in
understanding for next stage of projects
Building upon CAD skills learnt with 2d
Design to make a bookmark/trophyunderstanding of key colour coding for

Content:
Building upon CAD skills learnt with 2d
Design to make a coaster/badgerefreshing of understanding of key
colour coding for laser + Use of
engraving and cutting grades
Students will use 2d design to design
and make an original clock that utilises
and shows their skills of 2d design

Content:
Students will design and make a
refresher project for reinstalling there
2d design cad skills
Students will be designing and making a
3d perfume/aftershave bottle based on
a cartoon theme
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laser + Use of engraving and cutting
grades

Topic:
Christmas decorations

Key Skills:
Refreshing of how to use laser cutter.
Going over why it’s important to have a
variety of ideas rather than just one.
Students will display a variety of 2d
design skills in their design idea

Key Skills:
Students will use their imagination and
shaping/designing/forming skills to
make a specific design idea for the
aftershave/perfume
Students will work in pairs to make a 3d
model of a vehicle or tank to co-inside
with humanities

Topic:
Tea light+ Christmas decoration
Content:
Students use 2d design skills to design
and make a range of laser cut
decorations for not only the school but
also to take home

Topic:
Christmas themed light

Key Skills:
Students will be building up there use of
2d design programme and increasing
knowledge of cad/cam
Content:
Students will be designing a Christmas
or Halloween themed tea light using 2d
design to be laser cut.
Students use 2d design skills to design
and make a range of laser cut
decorations for not only the school but
also to take home

Content:
Students will make and design a light of
their own design themed around a set
class theme that incorporates LED's.
With the focus on creating an original
design
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Spring

Topic:
Marble run and castle

Content:
Students use recycled materials and
upcycling ideas to utilise materials that
would be thrown away to make a
marble run and castle
Key Skills:
Students will develop their imagination
and ability to utilise recycled materials
to make imaginative designs

Key Skills:
Students will display a variety of 2d
design skills in their design idea.
Students will display a variety of 2d
design skills in their design idea. These
designs will be themed according to
customer research

Key Skills:
Students will explore a variety of design
ideas using this as a basis to facilitate
LED's. The main focus is understanding
how to make an interesting form rather
than the lighting

Topic:
LED mood light

Topic:
MP3 Speaker

Content:
Students will make and design a light of
their own design themed around a set
class theme that incorporates LEDs
Key Skills:
Students will explore a variety of design
ideas using this as a basis to facilitate
LED's. The main focus is understanding

Content:
Students will be soldering and making
their own mp3 speakers using pre-laid
out circuits for students to assemble
Key Skills:
Students will learn how to be
independent in their construction and
soldering skills ready for KS4
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how to make an interesting form rather
than the lighting

Summer

Topic:
Pencil holder+ Beach decorations

Topic:
Animal habitats

Content:
Students will design and make a very
personally designed birdhouse. The
emphasis will be on designing one that
will stand out as original and interesting
Content:
Students will be designing a 3dimensional pencil holder that they will
make by hand
Students design 3 different
beach/summer orientated decorations
Key Skills:
Students will not only improve on their
imagination abilities but also in the use
of the scroll saw, metal file, sanding and
finishing

Key Skills:
Students will use their experience of
CAD and machine usage to make out of
set pieces a personal bird box design for
the nature garden

Topic:
Architectural design

Content:
Students will be designing using a
mixture of 2d design and practical
construction a 3d model of a building
from a set range of options
Key Skills:
Students will utilise all of the cad skills
they have learnt along with practical
ability to make the 3d building
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Students use a mixture of laser cutting
and handmade skills to make the variety
of ornaments

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
ICT

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: E-safety
Content:
Students will pick up on what they have
been taught in year 6. With more
attention paid to specific up to date
games/software usage and how to
protect/look out for/block problems
online

Topic: E-safety revisit
Content:
Students will pick up on what they have
been taught in year 7. With more
attention paid to specific up to date
games/software usage and how to
protect/look out for/block problems
online

Topic: E-safety/Internet usage
Content:
Students will pick up on what they have
been taught in year 8. With more
attention paid to specific up to date
games/software usage and how to
protect/look out for/block problems
online

Key Skills:
Students go through several areas
focusing on specific programs and how
to use them safely= Snapchat, twitter,
WhatsApp, Facebook, how to access
them properly? Discussion and
application of understanding impact of
filmed footage on other students

Key Skills:
Students go through several areas
focusing on specific programs and how
to use them safely= Snapchat, twitter,
WhatsApp, Facebook, how to access
them properly? Discussion and
application of understanding impact of
filmed footage on other students

Key Skills:
Students go through several areas
focusing on specific programs and how
to use them safely= Snapchat, twitter,
WhatsApp, Facebook, how to access
them properly? Discussion and
application of understanding impact of
filmed footage on other students
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Spring

Topic: PowerPoint use
Content:
Students will learn to use the basics of
the programs to complete separate
tasks that aid them in expanding their
knowledge of the programs basics

Topic: PowerPoint
Content:
Students will be using PowerPoint in an
expanded format to be integrated with
some design technology projects and
singular focuses of ICT

Topic: Presentation software/Audio
visual software
Content:
Students will be starting tasks directly
related to preparing them for work they
will do in ks4 for their ICT qualifications

Key Skills:
Students will work through specific
tasks related to the program but
building upon each time the skills they
have learnt previously. These will
include= How do produce a
presentation, leaflet design, poster and
point of sale design and presentation of
data

Key Skills:
Students will be using PowerPoint in a
more focused and ks4 reflective manner
in order to prepare them for a more
focused application in year 9. Students
will be using it to= Design focused
presentations about Design Technology
work, point of sale format and in the
use of stop motion animation

Key Skills:
Students will learn the fundamentals of
using presentation software to produce
an interactive presentation piece.
Together with this they will be
producing a short film with a given
theme that enables them to understand
the fundamentals of IMOVIE

Topic: Word
Content:
Students will learn how to use word to
produce information and detail needed
for every day to day uses

Topic: Word
Content:
Students will utilise word in a more
focused format of enabling them to use
it within school and at home. This will
enable them to apply skills learnt to
projects and areas they encounter such
as homework or research tasks

Topic: Excel/using email
Content:
Students will be learning the new area
of excel and the way in which it can be
included in the use of email

Key Skills:
Students will work through set tasks
that are designed to build up their list of
skills in using word. These will include:
Tables and data layout, use of different

Key Skills:
Students will be working through at a
pace and focus reflective of ks4 level in
excel and using emails. This will include
conditional formatting, adding and
subtracting with excel. They will then
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Summer

charts for showing data and creating
letter formats

Key Skills:
Students will be using word to produce
documents related to CVs, laying out of
research information and application
writing

move into the application of using email
and knowing how to save and sort their
own address

Topic: PowerPoint/Word+E-safety
revisit
Content:
Students will revisit e-safety issues in
preparation for the summer break. They
will design and produce their own
resources to aid them

Topic: E-safety revisit
Content:
Students will revisit e-safety issues in
preparation for the summer break. They
will design and produce their own
resources to aid them

Topic: Word/Copyright/E-safety revisit
Content:
In the final term students will be
working through word tasks related to
ks4 tasks. Along with this they will be
developing understanding of copyright
and refreshing their knowledge of how
e-safety affects everyday usage of ICT to
not only prepare them for the summer
break but also modules within KS4

Key Skills:
Students will refresh/make and design
their own resources about e-safety to
aid them for over the summer break.
They will use the two programs of word
and PowerPoint to do this. They will
thus be able to personally cater their
resources to their own understanding
and application to guide them while
they are off for the summer break

Key Skills:
Students will refresh/make and design
their own resources about e-safety to
aid them for over the summer break.
They will use the two programs of word
and PowerPoint to do this. They will
thus be able to personally cater their
resources to their own understanding
and application to guide them while
they are off for the summer break

Key Skills:
Students will refresh and adapt their
knowledge of using word in regard to
the higher level of ks4 requirements e.g.
the use of cv writing, letters of
communication and application
formats. Both copyright and e-safety
will be covered related to the modules
they will be studying about Internet
fundamentals the following September
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Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Music

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Rock Riffs
Content:
Listen to selection of rock riffs
Discuss features
Listen to songs and identify riffs
Sing rock songs
Clap rhythms of rock riffs
Choose and begin to learn rock riff
Listen to rock songs - discuss some
elements
Learn melody of whole rock song
Complete performance of whole rock
song melody and add accompaniment
Compose own rock riff - choice of
ensemble or solo. Add additional
instruments accompaniment
Perform composition

Topic: Classical Music and introduction
to chords
Content:
Listen to Ode to Joy
Discuss the elements of the music
Read through presentation and discuss
Classical music - discuss structures,
elements and composers
Watch video - Howard Goodall's Story
of Music Ep. 3
Listen to Fur Elise and discuss features
Learn Fur Elise and add first chords
Create chord sequence using chords I,
IV and V
Add basic melody using notes from
chords to harmonise

Topic: Programme Music
Content:
Listen to The Storm
Discuss the picture the music creates
Discuss the elements of the music and
how they create the storm image
Read through presentation and discuss
programme music and romantic era
Listen to In the Hall of the Mountain
King. Discuss features
Watch story
Learn In the Hall of the Mountain King
and add chords or walking
accompaniment
Evaluate performance

Key Skills:
Describing elements of a rock riff
Perform – Use voice to sing a rock song
using features of the melody and style

Key Skills:
Listen carefully
Describe elements of Classical music
Perform – play Classical melody with
focus on fluency and rhythm

Begin own arrangement of Mountain
King.
Complete own arrangement and record
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Spring

Perform – play riffs and rock song with
focus on fluency and rhythm
Add first simple accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard
Compose own riff

Add simple chord accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard
Compose own chord progression with
simple melody

Key Skills:
Listen carefully
Describe elements of a Romantic era
and programme music.
Perform – play programme melody with
focus on fluency and rhythm
Add simple chord or walking
accompaniment using left hand on the
keyboard
Evaluation of performance

Topic: Garage Band
Content:
Listen to examples
Discuss the genres available and listen
to riffs
Demo layers of riffs to create
composition
Pupils create own piece and save
Pupils create own melodies and beats to
create layered composition

Topic: Famous works from Renaissance
to 20th Century
Content:
Listen to iconic works by composers
from each era
Discuss the elements of the music
Discuss era dates and features
Learn melody from each composer/era
with fluency and rhythm and simple
chord accompaniment
Choose piece and perform and final
recording

Topic: Form and Structure with
Composition
Content:
Listen to selection of structures and
discuss features
Listen and identify structures
Compose melodies and play as chosen
structure
Add additional instruments
accompaniment
Perform composition
Evaluate composition

Key Skills:
Listen carefully
Describe elements of each era and
works

Key Skills:
Describing structures
Compose melodies
Layer/order melodies to create effective
structured composition

Key Skills:
Describing elements of a rock riff
Compose own riff
Layer riffs to create effective
composition
Structure composition
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Summer

Topic: Minimalism
Content:
Listen to tunes with ostinatos
Discuss features
Discuss and define ostinato
Clap rhythms of ostinato
Listen to Tubular Bells
Play accompaniment as ensemble and
add to melody
Play Tubular Bells and add
accompaniment
Listen to clapping music
Clap rhythm as ensemble and
teacher/more able pupils to add second
rhythm
Compose own ostinato pattern
Prepare composition with
voices/accompaniment
Perform composition
Key Skills:
Describing elements
Perform – play ostinatos with focus on
fluency and rhythm

Perform – play melody with focus on
fluency and rhythm
Add simple chord accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard

Evaluation of composition

Topic: Popular music through the
decades
Content:
Discuss popular music genres and
favourites
Listen to music from 1950’s to 2010’s
and discuss genres, artists and features
Choose song from each era and play
with added simple accompaniment
Choose favourite song and complete
extended practise and add chord
accompaniment
Complete final recording

Topic: Film Music
Content:
Listen to a film extract
Discuss the picture the music creates
Discuss the elements of the music and
how they create the image
Read through presentation and discuss
film genres
Listen to pieces of film music and match
genre. Discuss how the elements
describe the genre
Choose melody from each genre and
play with added simple accompaniment
Complete final recording and evaluate
Create own composition to extract of
film and evaluate

Key Skills:
Listen carefully
Describe elements of each decade and
artists
Perform – play melodies with focus on
fluency and rhythm
Add simple chord accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard

Key Skills:
Listen carefully
Describe elements of each genre
Perform – play melodies with focus on
fluency and rhythm
Add simple chord accompaniment using
left hand on the keyboard
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Add simple accompaniment using left
hand on the keyboard
Compose own ostinato

Additional Information

Compose melody/ostinato to
accompany film extract with focus on
elements to describe the scene
Evaluation of performance and
composition
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PE

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: Invasion Games
Content:
Working Together
Teamwork and Communication

Topic: Invasion Games (Attack &
Defence)
Content:
Principles of Attack & Defence

Key Skills:
Teamwork
Communication
Throwing
Catching
Kicking
Bouncing

Key Skills:
Teamwork
Communication
Throwing
Catching
Kicking
Bouncing
Attacking
Defending

Topic: Invasion Games- Outwitting an
opponent
Content:
Attack and Defend
Principles & rules of Invasion Sports
Develop strategies to succeed

Topic: FUNdamental Movement Skills
Content:
Physical challenge focus on ABCs
Structured challenges

Topic: FUNdamentals
Content:
Physical challenge

Key Skills:
Teamwork
Communication
Throwing
Catching
Kicking
Bouncing
Attack
Defend
Analyse performance
Officiating
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Spring

Key Skills:
Agility
Balance
Coordination
To build up core skills of movement

Focus on the ABC’s

Topic: Health and Fitness Circuits
Content:
The effects of exercise

Topic: Health & Fitness Testing for
Fitness
Content:
Using different types of fitness tests for
various fitness

Key Skills:
Warm up/cool downs
How exercise affects us
What is fitness?
HiiT circuits

Topic: Aesthetics Dance/Yoga
Content:
“Sporting Stories” make moves involved
with sport of choice

Key Skills:
Structured challenges based onAgility
Balance
Coordination
To build up CORE skills of movement

Key Skills:
Testing forEndurance
Balance
Agility
Speed
Strength
Flexibility

Topic: FUNdamentals
Content:
Physical Challenge focus on ABCs
Key Skills:
Structured challenges based onAgility
Balance
Coordination
To build up CORE skills of movement
Topic: Health and Fitness Boxercise
Content:
Using Boxercise to improve in areas of
different fitness
Key Skills:
Strength
Balance
Speed
Power
Flexibility
Agility
Coordination (bilateral, cross lateral)
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Key Skills:
Rhythm
Travel
Space
Balance
Stillness

Topic: Aesthetics Yoga/Dance Moods
Content:
Body to be influenced by the mood and
rhythm of the music
Key Skills:
Rhythm
Travel
Space
Turns
Flight
Balance
Stillness

Summer

Topic: Quad Kids Athletics
Content:
To focus on the 3 areas of athletics

Topic: Super 6 Athletics
Content:
6 Areas of Athletics

Key Skills:
Running- for speed and distance
Jumping- for length and speed
Throwing- for distance and accuracy
Basic principles of warm up
Recording results

Key Skills:
Running- for speed and distance
Jumping- for length and speed
Throwing- for distance and accuracy
Warm up’s- lead in taking pulse
raisers/stretch

Topic: Aesthetics Dance/Yoga
Content:
Choose own song and make up own
chorography
Key Skills:
Rhythm
Travel
Space
Turns
Flight
Gesture
Stillness

Topic: Super 6 Athletics
Content:
Super 6 is made up of 6 areas of
Athletics
100m shot
200m javelin
200m long jump
Relay
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Record time/distance/analyse
Topic: Games Strike &Field
Topic: Games (Over the Net)
Content:
Adapted Games of Cricket and Rounders Content:
Focus on Tennis and Volleyball
Key Skills:
Batting- attacking shot, defensive shot
Bowling-fast, spin
Fielding- stopping, catching,
throwing(underarm/overarm)
Wicket Keeping- position, catching,
stumping

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Serving
Return of serve
Forehand
Backhand
Volley
Lob

See Y.S.S for Swimming and Outdoor Education on Fridays.

Key Skills:
Running for speed and distance
Jumping for length and speed
Throwing for distance and accuracy
Warm up- start to know muscle groups
Record- analysing performance

Topic: Games Strike &Field
Content:
Adapted Games of Cricket and Rounders
Key Skills:
Batting- attacking shot, defensive shot
Bowling-fast, spin
Fielding- stopping, catching,
throwing(underarm/overarm)
Wicket Keeping- position, catching,
stumping
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Key
Stage:
3
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Careers Education

Year 1 (7)

Year 2 (8)

Year 3 (9)

Topic: DY: Self-awareness
Content:
Individuals who realistically appraise
their qualities and skills, roles and
responsibilities, values and attitudes,
needs and interests, aptitudes and
achievements are better able to
understand themselves, make informed
choices and relate well to others. Selfawareness provides individuals with the
foundation for enhancing their selfesteem, developing their identity and
achieving personal wellbeing

Topic: DY: Self-determination
Content:
Self-determination enables individuals
to develop personal autonomy, selfefficacy and personal agency. It boosts
hope, optimism, adaptability and
resilience. Self-determination
empowers individuals to realise their
aspirations and manage their
occupations

Topic: DY: Self-improvement as a
learner
Content:
Self-improvement fosters positive
attitudes to lifelong learning and the
skills of planning, review and reflection
Understanding what they have learned,
what they need to learn next and how
they learn best enables individuals to
develop their potential

Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
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Teamwork

Spring

Topic: WoW: Exploring occupations and
occupations development &
Investigating work and working life
Content:
Occupation exploration expands
individuals’ horizons and opportunities.
A better understanding of occupation
processes and structures enables
individuals to make sense of and
manage their own occupations. It also
enables them to appreciate the
occupation experiences of others
Investigating people’s experiences of
work enables individuals to understand
the meaning and purpose of work in
people’s lives. They learn what
constitutes good or decent work and
how to find it for themselves
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership

Topic: WoW: Understanding business
and industry & Investigating jobs and
labour market information (LMI)
Content:
Understanding types of business and
business functions enables individuals
to prepare for employment and to
appreciate the contribution of business
and industry to social and economic life
Individuals need to know how to access,
analyse and act on relevant and
appropriate job and labour market
information when choosing and
planning for occupations
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Topic: WoW: Valuing equality,
diversity and inclusion & Learning
about safe working practices and
environments
Content:
Individuals need to recognise that the
commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion in British society benefits them
as much as others. By resisting the
damage caused by stereotyping,
discrimination and prejudice, individuals
can realise their own ambitions and
help others to do so
Learning about safe working practices
and environments helps individuals to
keep themselves and others healthy and
safe at work
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork
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Teamwork

Summer

Topic: ES: Making the most of
occupations information, advice and
guidance & Preparing for employability
Content:
Individuals need to learn how to
recognise trusted sources of
information, advice and guidance and
how to make effective use of all the
sources of help and support available to
them, including one-to-one guidance
A priority for individuals is to gain the
skills and experience that will enable
them to get jobs and sustain themselves
in employment
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Topic: ES: Showing initiative and
enterprise & Developing personal
financial capability & Identifying
choices and opportunities
Content:
Showing initiative and enterprise helps
individuals to learn about risk, effort
and making the most of opportunities
The increasing cost of training and
further and higher education makes it
essential for individuals to know about
managing their money. They need to
know how to make decisions about
spending, saving and investing to ensure
their economic well-being now and in
the future
Individuals need to be able to research
and recognise suitable progression
pathways and qualifications. Using
networking, negotiation, information
and evaluation skills enables individuals
to maximise their choices and
opportunities, including those that are
unforeseen or unplanned
Key Skills:
Listening

Topic: ES: Planning and deciding &
Handling applications and selection &
Managing changes and transitions
Content:
Individuals need to know how to get
information, clarify values and
preferences, identify alternatives, weigh
up influences and advice, solve
problems, review decisions and make
plans. It also involves being able to cope
with chance events and unintended
consequences
Promoting themselves in a way that
attracts the attention of selectors and
recruiters as well as managing the
applications process requires individuals
to develop a range of self-presentation
and marketing skills that they will need
throughout their lives
Plans and decisions can break down if
individuals fail to prepare for the
occupation moves they need to make.
Awareness of how to cope with life
changes and transitions, partly gained
from reflecting on previous moves, can
support lifelong occupation
development and employability
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Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
English

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Novels/character and plot
Content:
Stig of the Dump
Fresh Start
AQA exam prep – Step Up – Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 1 Celebrity

Topic: Novels/character and plot
Content:
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night/Once Gleitzman
Fresh Start
AQA exam prep – Step Up Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 1 Detectives

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Spring

Topic: Shakespeare/Drama/creative
writing
Content:
Macbeth
Fresh Start

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling
Topic: Shakespeare/Drama/creative
writing
Content:
The Tempest
Fresh Start
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Summer

AQA exam prep – Step Up – Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 2 Adventure

AQA exam prep – Step Up – Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 2 Education

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Topic: Poetry/film and media
Content:
Poetry Ozymandias Shelley/Zephania –
Film - Kes
Fresh Start
AQA exam prep – Step Up – Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 1 Volunteering and Travel

Topic: Poetry/film and media
Content:
Poetry – Island Man (Grace Nicholls)
/Power and conflict poetry
Film – Boy in Striped Pyjamas
Fresh Start
AQA exam prep – Step Up – Entry
level/Level 1 GCSE
Component 2 Sport and Transport

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling

Key Skills:
Qualification (Entry level/GCSE
preparation)
Oral language
Reading (decoding and comprehension)
Writing, handwriting and spelling
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Additional Information

Based on AQA Entry Level Step-Up to English Qualification
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Maths

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Properties of number
Content:
Students will learn about place value
within whole numbers and will
undertake calculations using mental
arithmetic and using a calculator

Topic: Properties of number
Content:
Students will consolidate learning about
place value within whole numbers and
will undertake calculations using mental
arithmetic and using a calculator.
Students will understand the terms odd
and even, and rounding will be
introduced

Key Skills:
1.2 Read, write, order and compare
numbers up to 20, including zero
2.2 Recognise place value in two-digit
numbers
3.4 Round numbers less than 1,000 to
the nearest 10

Topic: The four operations (calculator
not allowed)
Content:
Students develop understanding and
use of the four operations

Key Skills:
1.3 Complete a number line up to 20
2.5 Understand and identify odd and
even numbers
3.7 Recognise and use multiples of 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 10, 50 and 100

Topic: The four operations (calculator
not allowed)
Content:
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Spring

Key Skills:
1.1 Add two whole numbers with a total
up to 20
2.3 Multiply using single digit whole
numbers
3.1 Add and subtract using three-digit
numbers

Students will undertake calculations
using mental arithmetic involving
addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division

Topic: Ratio
Content:
Students will develop understanding of
equality and basic fractions

Topic: Geometry
Content:
Students will learn about 2D/3D shapes
and their properties and they will
develop an understanding of the size of
angles, including right angles and also
reflective symmetry, nets and
coordinates

Key Skills:
1.2 Identify or show one half of a
quantity up to 20
2.4 Work out amounts two, three or
four times the size of a given amount
3.3 Identify or show any number of
thirds, quarters, fifths or tenths of a
quantity

Key Skills:
1.3 Understand and use the + and –
signs to solve problems
2.5 Recall and use multiplication facts
for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables
3.6 Estimate the answer to a calculation

Key Skills:
1.3 Use and understand positional
vocabulary
2.2 Recognise and name cuboids,
pyramids and spheres
3.7 Use North (N), East (E), South (S)
and West (W) to give directions or
position from a map
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Topic: Money
Content:
Students will learn through practical
activities about the value of coins in
everyday use in the UK
Key Skills:
1.3 Exchange money up to 20p for an
equivalent amount in other
denominations
2.5 Calculate with amounts of money in
pence up to £1 and whole pounds up to
£100 and give change
3.3 Use decimal notation for money

Summer

Topic: The calendar and time
Content:
Students will learn how to read digital
and analogue clocks, including using
roman numerals and learn how to
convert between 12 and 24-hour times

Topic: Statistics
Content:
Students will learn how to conduct
simple surveys and then analyse and
communicate their results. They will
also learn to sort information according
to set criteria
Key Skills:
1.4 Construct and interpret simple line
graphs
2.3 Record results in lists, tally charts
and tables
3.7 Solve one-step and two-step
problems based on statistical
information
Topic: Money
Content:
Students will learn through practical
activities about the value of coins in
everyday use in the UK. They will
convert units of money and use a
calculator to do simple calculations of
money using decimals
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Key Skills:
1.2 Read the time to the hour or half
hour on an analogue clock and draw the
hands on a clock to show these times
2.4 Read the time to the nearest five
minutes on an analogue clock, draw the
hands on a clock to show the time, and
read any time on a digital clock
3.5 Understand and use the 12-hour
and 24-hour clock systems and convert
from one system to the other

Topic: Measures
Content:
Students will learn through practical
activities about methods used to
measure length, weight and capacity
using standard and non-standard units
Key Skills:
1.1 Give the length of a line drawn on a
centimetre grid
2.3 Select a possible length, capacity or
weight
3.7 Read and compare temperature
including temperature with negative
values

Key Skills:
1.1 Recognise coins and notes up to £20
2.4 Make amounts of money in
multiples of £5 from £5, £10 and £20
notes
3.7 Carry out investigations involving
money

Topic: The calendar and time
Content:
Students will consolidate knowledge of
digital and analogue clocks. They will
also learn about days, weeks and
months of the year
Key Skills:
1.1 Know the days of the week and their
order
2.1 Know the seasons and months and
their order
3.3 Use a calendar and write the date
correctly (day/month/year)
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Additional Information

Based on AQA Entry Level Mathematics Qualification
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Science

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Energy at Home & in the
Workplace
Content:
Principles of energy
Energy use in the home and the
workplace
Reducing energy use

Topic: Forces and Motion (2). Section
B.
Content:
Investigating how to construct a tower
Investigating the stretchiness of jelly
sweets

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Topic: Science and our Universe
Content:
Galaxies and our Solar System
Finding out about the Universe
The surfaces of planets and moons

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Topic: Performance in Sport (6).
Section A.
Content:
Investigating the link between amount
of exercise and peak flow
Investigating how our body position
affects our heart rate
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Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Investigating how wearing trainers will
improve performance
Investigating how our hand grip
strength can be affected
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Spring

Topic: Science and the
Human Body
Content:
The major body systems
Factors that affect health
Investigating health
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Topic: Working with Electrical
Circuits

Topic: Space Physics (5). Section A.
Content:
Investigate our Solar System to produce
a planetary top trumps game
Investigate the factors which can affect
crater sizes
Investigate a planet within our Solar
System and present the information
Investigate the evidence for the moon
landing and participate in a class debate
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Chemical Change (3). Section A.
Content:
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Content:
Principles of electrical circuits
How to use electricity safely
Working with electrical circuits
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Summer

Topic: Variation & Adaptation
Content:
Factors that affect the range of
organisms in an environment
Organisms are interdependent
Habitat
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Human Machines (1). Section A.
(ASDAN Science Short Course)

Investigate how the mass of a candle
changes as it burns
Investigate the pH of a range of soft
drinks
Investigate the pattern of reactivity
between lithium, sodium and potassium
Investigate the amount of energy
produced when burning different fuels
Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations
Topic: Performance in Sport (6).
Section B.
Content:
Investigate the correlation between
jumping distance and the length of
femur
Investigate how to measure and record
people’s physical performance in
different challenges

Key Skills:
Investigations
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Content:
Investigating laser eye surgery and
short-sightedness
Investigating how light affects our eyes
Investigating the digestive system
Investigating a healthy diet

Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Key Skills:
Investigations
Experimental skills
Analysis
Evaluations

Additional Information

Based on WJEC Entry Level Science Today (Year 10) & ASDAN Science
Short Course (Year 11)
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
RE

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Ideal World
Content:
Christianity

Topic: Value of the World
Content:
Christianity

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Values and Commitments

Key Skills:
Beliefs and teachings
Values and Commitments

Topic: Identity
Content:
Islam

Topic: Ethics
Content:
Hinduism

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Identity and Experience

Key Skills:
Expression and Language
Identity and Experience

Topic: Inspiration
Content:
Judaism

Topic: Culture
Content:
Sikhism
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Key Skills:
Beliefs and teachings
Meaning and Purpose

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Practices and Lifestyles
Meaning and Purpose
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PSHCE/RSE

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Being Me
Content:
Good to be Me / Healthy Lifestyles /
Smoking, Alcohol & Drugs
Emotional Wellbeing
Personal qualities e.g. patience,
thoughtfulness, humour, encouraging
Assessing own progress, how to
overcome problems etc
Learning styles and things that help and
hinder own learning
Goals, hopes and dreams - dealing with
setbacks / disappointment, resilience
and positive attitude
Body image - impact of eg social media,
TV, music videos etc, ways of dealing
Eating disorders
Warning signs of mental ill health &
how to get support
Unhealthy coping strategies (eg selfharm, alcohol, drugs)

Topic: Being Me
Content:
Feelings
Strategies to manage difficult feelings
e.g. hurt, embarrassed, inadequate,
disappointed, frustrated
Recap of signs and support when
difficult feelings are overwhelming
Loss - different types; associated
feelings; stages of grief; coping
strategies
Facing new challenges (eg transition to
college)
Safety & Risk
Risks they are likely to face –
understanding own attitude and how to
minimise (online, peer pressure etc)
What to do if others are at risk
Gambling – risks, pressure from social
media/advertising
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Drugs - effects and risks of illegal drug
use
Key Skills
Developing and maintaining a healthy
self-concept, responsibility &
independence, resilience, making
choices, getting help and support, risk
management

Spring

Topic: Relationships & Sex Education
Content:
Relationships (General)
Ingredients of a healthy relationship and
warning signs of an unhealthy/abusive
relationship
Changing & Growing
Functions of the private parts of the
body and internal sex organs
Changes in brain / feelings & behaviour
during puberty
Sexual relationships: emotional &
biological aspects (incl. same sex)
Consent

Risks involved in sexual relationships
(emotional, pregnancy, STI’s) – can
cover next term
Sexual exploitation and how to stay safe
Key Skills
Developing and maintaining a healthy
self-concept, responsibility &
independence, resilience, making
choices, getting help and support, risk
management

Topic: Relationships & Sex Education
Content:
Recap from Year 10 and expand as
necessary:
Healthy / unhealthy relationships
Consent
STIs
Contraception
CSE
Key Skills:
Empathy and compassion, respect for
others, communication skills (including
assertiveness), team working skills
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Conception, pregnancy and birth (inc.
miscarriage & termination)
Contraception: pros & cons of different
forms & correct condom use
STIs – types and how to try to prevent
them (including check-ups)
Gender identity
CSE - techniques used by groomers and
how to stay safe
Ways a relationship might end and
managing associated feelings
Key Skills:
Empathy and compassion, respect for
others, communication skills (including
assertiveness), team working skills

Summer

Topic: Our World
Content:
Living in the Wider World / Diversity
Parliamentary and local democracy –
structure and participation
Discussing problems in the world that
concern them
Ways people can work together to help
make the world a better place
Different opinions / debating e.g.
abortion, legalising cannabis

Topic: Our World
Content:
Rights & Responsibilities / Living in the
Wider World
Rights & responsibilities at work
Consumer rights & being a critical
consumer (effects on producers etc)
Money – basic understanding of e.g. tax,
interest, loan and debt
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Media – why information may be
presented in different ways
Key Skills:
Valuing and respecting diversity,
clarifying own values, respect for
others’ right to their own beliefs, values
and opinions, evaluating the arguments
and opinions of others, personal and
social responsibility

Additional Information

Key Skills:
Valuing and respecting diversity,
clarifying own values, respect for
others’ right to their own beliefs, values
and opinions, evaluating the arguments
and opinions of others, personal and
social responsibility
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Art & Design

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: WJEC Painting & Drawing
Content:
Cubism: Instruments
History, research, Picasso, Braque, Gris,
Mixed media pieces, Drawing and
Painting techniques

Topic: WJEC Printmaking
Content:
Geometric Patterns. Research, history,
types of printmaking, String, polytile,
etching, lino, collagraph

Key Skills:
Research, Drawing, Design, Making,
Modifying, Evaluating

Spring

Topic: WJEC Ceramics
Content: Links to Natural Forms,
produce a vessel inspired by nature and
referencing other artists
Key Skills:
Research, Drawing, Design, Making,
Modifying, Evaluating

Key Skills:
Research, Drawing, Design, Making,
Modifying, Evaluating

Topic: WJEC Catch up units /
Coursework checklist
Content: Ensure all WJEC modules are
completed to required level.
Plan and create action plan with
timescale to address missing tasks.
Insert photographic evidence and
teacher/pupil statements where
relevant
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Key Skills:
Modifying, Evaluating, Use of
referencing and evidence

Summer

Topic: WJEC Three-Dimensional Design
Content: To investigate and research a
range of contemporary sculpture
relating to the human form. Workshops
in a variety of media. Final outcome in
chosen medium linked to brief.
(Ceramics, Wire, Modroc, Card
Construction, Mixed media)

Topic: Art Exhibition @The Exchange
Content: Planning and executing a
Key Skills:
Planning, organisation, Advertising and
Marketing

Key Skills:
Research, Drawing, Design, Making,
Modifying, Evaluating

Additional Information

Based on WJEC Entry Level Creative Media & Performance
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Food Technology

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: WJEC Basic Food Preparation
WJEC Basic Cooking
Content:
Preparing and cooking a range of food
products. Developing key practical skills,
Using a variety of equipment safely and
hygienically, food preparation, knife
skills, heating and cooking food, cold
food prep

Topic: WJEC Customer Service
Content:
Stages of serving customers, qualities
Key Skills:
Evaluating job roles, identifying
strengths and weaknesses,
communication, social interaction,
reading body language and nonverbal
cues

Key Skills:
Weighing, measuring, mixing, kneading,
handling hot liquids/foods, using
electrical equipment, lighting gas hobs,
food storage

Spring

Topic: WJEC Food and Health
Content:
Dietary Groups, Healthy eating and
lifestyles, Eatwell plate, Meal planning,
Budgeting/Costs, Alternative
ingredients, Government guidelines

Topic: Completion of WJEC Units
Coursework Checklist
Content:
Ensure all WJEC modules are completed
to required level
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Key Skills:
Planning, Designing, testing, Costings,
shopping, food storage, healthy diets

Plan and create action plan with
timescale to address missing tasks
Insert photographic evidence and
teacher/pupil statements where
relevant
Key Skills:
Modifying, Evaluating, Use of
referencing and evidence

Summer

Topic: WJEC Intro to Hospitality
WJEC Serving Food and Drink
Content:
Hospitality industry, job roles, qualities.
Serving customers at events, knowledge
of personal hygiene and presentation

Topic: Life Skills Preparation for College
Content:
Preparing meals, eating together,
shopping for ingredients. Planning
events and fundraisers (coffee
mornings, cafes, pop up events)

Key Skills:
Presentation, manners, eye contact,
social interaction

Key Skills:
Planning, budgeting, Using the washing
machine, dishwasher, ironing

Additional Information

Based on WJEC Entry Level Preparing for Work
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Design & Technology

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Refreshing of construction and
making skills/ Designing end product
Content:
Students refresh understanding of using
machines/processes/achieving finishes
through short projects aimed to
enhance learning and understanding
from previous ks3 lessons in the subject
Students begin research into planning
and designing there intended final idea
using research/product analysis

Topic: Revisiting designing process
stage
Content:
Students revisit the design stages of the
previous year, adding and detailing new
areas in reference from there learned
experiences. With a new year a new
perspective is used to access how well
the brief was met and in what way
greater emphasis can be placed on
improvements in the stages of design

Key Skills:
Students use=Product analysis,
explaining through design
brief/specification/material research.
They compare similar products in a bid
to understand construction process and
what making process would be best
suited to their skill range

Key Skills:
Students use= Reflection, constructive
criticism, fresh perspective, evaluative
and improved adaption to problems
encountered as this stage
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Spring

Topic: Making and planning stages
Content:
Students start using the design process
to formulate a final design idea
Students produce CAD/CAM drawings
to communicate dimensions to aid in
construction
Students use CAD to draw a 3d drawing
of final idea, or alternatively provide 3d
drawn design by hand
Students plan out what machines/
processes will be used in construction
time, allocating specific times and tasks
to do in order to best use lesson time
effectively
Key Skills:
Students use= Time allocation,
methodical thinking, material
knowledge, display of machine and
process understanding, CAD/CAM
usage, visual interpretation, application
of dimensions and understanding of
customer usage/ergonomics

Summer

Topic: Evaluation, alternative
construction methods
Content:

Topic: Improvement and greater
explanation of construction stages
Content:
Students start explaining in greater
detail the problem areas they touched
upon within the making process in the
first year
Students use added levels of research
into machines and processes to
stipulate that if they were to re-do the
making how these would aid greater
speed/durability/types of finish to make
the product appeal more to a greater
customer range
Key Skills
Students use= More researched
application of processes, explanation of
alternative construction processes but
offering justification for each choice
with economics and time being
evidenced as reasons with the research
detail

Topic: Evaluating the final piece, stating
alternative means of meeting customer
needs
Content:
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Students now evaluate their final piece
and state what are the key features that
make it stand out and adhere to the
brief set
Customer feedback on suitability of
product and how it meets the
specification
Key Skills:
Students use=Development of
evaluation process, positive criticism,
understanding of customer feedback,
critical thinking in how alternative
construction methods would aid in
cheaper or higher production costs

Additional Information

Students start looking at their
evaluation of the final product they did
previously. They offer more detailed
responses to set questions, elaborating
upon points made with examples to
justify choices made
Students offer new alternative designs
that incorporate improvements
highlighted by customer feedback and
compare it against how well this can
answer the original brief
Key Skills:
Students use=critical thinking,
evaluation using new perspectives,
explanation of alternative construction
processes, designing using CAD/CAM
and justifying new design features

Based on WJEC Entry Level Creative Media & Performance
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
ICT

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Internet fundamentals
Content:
Students go through tasks aimed at
both informing and elaborating upon
their knowledge of how to use and
apply tools in everyday use of the
internet
Students go through tasks specifically
aimed at showing, educating and
evidencing that they understand each
task related to internet usage

Topic: Imaging software
Content:
Students are taught how to adapt given
images using basic software that is
designed to increase the visual impact
of their presentations/work
They work through set tasks that show
how to modify and insert new features
that display a greater awareness of
image manipulation

Key Skills:
Enhanced E-safety awareness, social
media understanding, use of the
internet for key research, application of
how specific data can be stored and
retrieved in reference to focused
searches

Spring

Topic: Using Email
Content:

Key Skills:
Enhanced image manipulation,
saturation, sizing, colour correction,
image multiplication, design application,
background formatting

Topic: Presentation software
Content:
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Students work through a presentation
that details all aspects of using an email
from its setup right through to dealing
with spam
Students investigate how to prevent
unwanted emails and how to protect
themselves when using them from day
to day

Students are given a set task focused on
using skills they have learnt in previous
units to create a personally tailored
approach to a set theme
The tasks are a unifying of both audio,
image manipulation and internet usage
to enhance a presentation of their
choice

Key Skills:
Key Skills:
Setting up of email, allocation of folder, Audio application, image types,
designation of folders, spam prevention, hyperlink use, design application
adding and introducing friends
addresses, ability to prevent and deal
with problem correspondence

Summer

Topic: Word Processing and
Spreadsheets
Content:
Students go through focused tasks
designed to both strengthen and extend
their understanding of word processing
that enables them to use it in everyday
tasks
Students use and explore the basics of
Excel in order to understand how it can
be used to represent data and be of use
in numerically focused tasks

Topic: Audio visual software
Content:
Students use filmed footage to produce
a short film based on a specific theme
Students edit, manipulate, populate
with added design features all aspects
of the film. This amalgamates all areas
of the visual design areas they have
covered in previous modules to aid
them in creation and designing of the
final film
Key Skills:
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Key Skills:
CV, Letter writing, application
processing, displaying of data,
subtract/divide/data representation
using visual formatting

Additional Information

Audio and optical manipulation, speed
and picture formatting, copyright
understanding and application in usage
of commercial music

Based on WJEC Entry Level ICT
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Music

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Solo Performance - Ragtime
Content:
Listen to Ragtime
Discuss the elements of the music
Read through presentation and discuss
Ragtime music - discuss history,
elements and composers
Learn and record The Entertainer with
stylistic features/expression and add
accompaniment and extension melody
Complete evaluation – what went well
in rehearsal and what could be
improved?

Topic: Solo Performance – Personal
Choice
Content:
Listen to selection of pieces from eras
and popular decades
Discuss the elements of the music
Learn and record chosen piece with
stylistic features/expression and add
accompaniment
Complete evaluation – what went well
in rehearsal and what could be
improved?

Key Skills:
AC1.1 Sing or play short, simple solo
pieces
AC1.2 Show technical control of the
chosen instrument/voice in a fluent and
mainly accurate performance
AC1.3 Perform with appropriate
expression

Key Skills:
AC1.1 Sing or play short, simple solo
pieces
AC1.2 Show technical control of the
chosen instrument/voice in a fluent and
mainly accurate performance
AC1.3 Perform with appropriate
expression
Appraising –E3
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Spring

Appraising –E3
AC2.1 Identify the strength(s) and
weakness(es) of the solo performances
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weakness(es)
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
solo performances
AC2.1 Identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the solo performances
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weaknesses
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
solo performances

AC2.1 Identify the strength(s) and
weakness(es) of the solo performances
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weakness(es)
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
solo performances
AC2.1 Identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the solo performances
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weaknesses
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
solo performances

Topic: Composing Music – Using Chords
Content:
Listen to tunes with chords – discuss
and define chords
Discuss features
Play simple tune with added chords
Create chord sequence using chords I,
IV and V and chosen extension chords
Add melody using notes from chords
and chosen extra notes to harmonise

Topic: Composing Music – Using modes
and scales
Content:
Listen to pentatonic and dorian
compositions
Discuss notes in scales
Play simple tune using chosen mode
with added accompaniment
Create melody using chosen mode/scale
Add accompaniment to harmonise

Key Skills:
AC1.1 Create imaginative ideas making
use of musical elements
AC1.2 Organise musical ideas

Key Skills:
AC1.1 Create imaginative ideas making
use of musical elements
AC1.2 Organise musical ideas
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Summer

AC1.3 Use resources
(instruments/software) in keeping with
chosen genres
AC1.4 Store the final compositions
(either in writing or recording)
AC2.1 Identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the compositions with
reference to the musical elements and
selected genres
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weaknesses
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
compositions

AC1.3 Use resources
(instruments/software) in keeping with
chosen genres
AC1.4 Store the final compositions
(either in writing or recording)
AC2.1 Identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the compositions with
reference to the musical elements and
selected genres
AC2.2 Identify how to address
weaknesses
AC2.3 Show an attempt to improve the
compositions

Topic: Appraising Music
Content:
Discuss and define musical elements
Appraise 3 genres
Identify tempi
Recognise simple features in a melody
Recognise different aspects of structure
Identify sounds of different instruments
Recognise difference between loud and
quiet dynamics
Recognise changes in texture

Topic: Appraising Music
Content:
Discuss and define musical elements
Appraise 3 genres
Identify tempi
Recognise simple features in a melody
Recognise different aspects of structure
Identify sounds of different instruments
Recognise difference between loud and
quiet dynamics
Recognise changes in texture
Key Skills:
AC1.1 Identify different rhythms and
tempi in contrasting genres of music

Key Skills:
AC1.1 Identify different rhythms and
tempi in contrasting genres of music
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AC1.2 Identify different melodic
features in contrasting genres of music
AC1.3 Identify aspects of structure in
contrasting genres of music.
AC2.1 Identify changes in timbre in
contrasting genres of music
AC2.2 Identify changes in dynamics
(loud and quiet) in contrasting genres of
music
AC2.3 Identify changes in texture (thick
and thin) in contrasting genres of music
AC3.1 Identify distinctive musical
features of contrasting genres of music

Additional Information

AC1.2 Identify different melodic
features in contrasting genres of music
AC1.3 Identify aspects of structure in
contrasting genres of music.
AC2.1 Identify changes in timbre in
contrasting genres of music
AC2.2 Identify changes in dynamics
(loud and quiet) in contrasting genres of
music
AC2.3 Identify changes in texture (thick
and thin) in contrasting genres of music
AC3.1 Identify distinctive musical
features of contrasting genres of music

Based on WJEC Entry Level Creative Media & Performance
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
PE

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: Invasion (Basketball or Football)
Content:
Learners will develop skills of various
games in order to choose specialised
Sports for assessment

Topic: Invasion Pupils Choice/ Leader
Content:
Perfect skills and organisation of chosen
sport

Key Skills:
Ball control- passing, shooting, dribbling
and heading
Tackling
Triple threat
Pivoting
Set shot
Jump shot
Decision making and Rules
Selection & Use of skills
Applying the tactics
Awareness of rules
Understanding positions

Key Skills:
Skills of the sport
Learn analysis of a player

Topic: Strike and Field -Cricket
Content:
The learner should be able to perform
as a cricketer
Key Skills:
Batting
Fielding
Wicket keeping
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Teamwork & Communication

Decision making and rules

Topic: Sports Leader
Content:
Can lead in ANY activity as well as being
a performer. They should be able to
demonstrate. The ability to lead a
session
Level 3- independently
Level 2- with some assistance
Level 1- with significant assistance

Topic: Athletics
Content:
The learner should be performing as an
athlete in their disciplines

Key Skills:
Identifying weaknesses/areas of
improvement
Organisation
Demonstrations
Communication
Following a plan
Feedback to participants
Decision making and rules
Adapt sessions for groups
Aware of rules

Key Skills:
Athletics- Chosen from running,
jumping, throwing
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Spring

Topic: Fitness and Health
Content:
Learners should be making a training
programme for at least 6 weeks

Topic: Fitness and Health
Content:
Learners should be making a training
programme for at least 6 weeks

Key Skills:
Focus for training
Design programme
Preparation for training- health and
safety, warm up, equipment checks
Evaluate and modify programmeprogression, suitability
Quality of execution- range of exercises,
techniques

Key Skills:
Focus for training
Design programme
Preparation for training- health and
safety, warm up, equipment checks
Evaluate and modify programmeprogression, suitability
Quality of execution- range of exercises,
techniques

Topic: Dance
Content:
The learner should perform as a dancer
displaying:

Topic: Dance
Content:
The learner should perform as a dancer
displaying:

Key Skills:
Posture
Placement
Alignment
Tension

Key Skills:
Posture
Placement
Alignment
Tension
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Use of space-levels and heights
Skills of chosen discipline i.e. street,
ballet, tap etc.

Use of space-levels and heights
Skills of chosen discipline i.e. street,
ballet, tap etc.

Topic: Boxing
Content:
The learner should perform as a boxer
displaying:

Topic: Boxing
Content:
The learner should perform as a boxer
displaying:

Key Skills:
Stance
Footwork
Guard
Balance
Punching- jabs, cross, hook, uppercut,
“simple 1-2” combinations
Decision making- selecting punch
Tactics
Rules

Key Skills:
Stance
Footwork
Guard
Balance
Punching- jabs, cross, hook, uppercut,
“simple 1-2” combinations
Decision making- selecting punch
Tactics
Rule
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Topic: Over the Net- Sit Down
Volleyball
Content:
The learner should be able to perform
as a sit-down volleyball player
Key Skills:
Serve/return
Shots-volley/set/dig/smash and spike
Decision making and rules
Selection of skills (when to use a
particular shot)
Applying tactics
Awareness of rules

Summer

Topic: Athletics
Content:
The learner should be performing as an
athlete in their disciplines
Key Skills:
Athletics- Chosen from running,
jumping, throwing

Topic: Assessments for Year 11s
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Topic: Cricket
Content:
The learner should be able to perform
as a cricketer
Key Skills:
Batting
Fielding
Wicket keeping
Decision making and rules
Topic: Over the Net- Sit Down
Volleyball
Content:
The learner should be able to perform
as a sit down volleyball player
Key Skills:
Serve/return
Shots-volley/set/dig/smash and spike
Decision making and rules
Selection of skills (when to use a
particular shot)
Applying tactics
Awareness of rules
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Additional Information

Based on OCR Entry Level Physical Education
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Key
Stage:
4
Autumn

Curriculum Type:
Formal

Curriculum Area:
Careers Education

Year 1 (10)

Year 2 (11)

Topic: DY: Self-awareness & Selfdetermination
Content:
Individuals who realistically appraise
their qualities and skills, roles and
responsibilities, values and attitudes,
needs and interests, aptitudes and
achievements are better able to
understand themselves, make informed
choices and relate well to others. Selfawareness provides individuals with the
foundation for enhancing their selfesteem, developing their identity and
achieving personal wellbeing
Self-determination enables individuals
to develop personal autonomy, selfefficacy and personal agency. It boosts
hope, optimism, adaptability and
resilience. Self-determination
empowers individuals to realise their
aspirations and manage their
occupations

Topic: DY: Self-improvement as a
learner
Content:
Self-improvement fosters positive
attitudes to lifelong learning and the
skills of planning, review and reflection.
Understanding what they have learned,
what they need to learn next and how
they learn best enables individuals to
develop their potential
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork
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Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Spring

Topic: WoW: Exploring occupations and
occupations development &
Investigating work and working life &
Understanding business and industry
Content:
Occupation exploration expands
individuals’ horizons and opportunities.
A better understanding of occupation
processes and structures enables
individuals to make sense of and
manage their own occupations. It also
enables them to appreciate the
occupation experiences of others
Investigating people’s experiences of
work enables individuals to understand
the meaning and purpose of work in
people’s lives. They learn what

Topic: WoW: Investigating jobs and
labour market information (LMI) &
Valuing equality, diversity and
inclusion & Learning about safe
working practices and environments
Content:
Individuals need to know how to access,
analyse and act on relevant and
appropriate job and labour market
information when choosing and
planning for occupations
Individuals need to recognise that the
commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion in British society benefits them
as much as others. By resisting the
damage caused by stereotyping,
discrimination and prejudice, individuals
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constitutes good or decent work and
how to find it for themselves
Understanding types of business and
business functions enables individuals
to prepare for employment and to
appreciate the contribution of business
and industry to social and economic life
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Summer

Topic: ES: Making the most of
occupations information, advice and
guidance & Preparing for employability
& Showing initiative and enterprise &
Developing personal financial
capability
Content:
Individuals need to learn how to
recognise trusted sources of
information, advice and guidance and
how to make effective use of all the

can realise their own ambitions and
help others to do so
Learning about safe working practices
and environments helps individuals to
keep themselves and others healthy and
safe at work
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Topic: ES: Identifying choices and
opportunities & Planning and deciding
& Handling applications and selection
& Managing changes and transitions
Content:
Individuals need to be able to research
and recognise suitable progression
pathways and qualifications. Using
networking, negotiation, information
and evaluation skills enables individuals
to maximise their choices and
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sources of help and support available to
them, including one-to-one guidance
A priority for individuals is to gain the
skills and experience that will enable
them to get jobs and sustain themselves
in employment
Showing initiative and enterprise helps
individuals to learn about risk, effort
and making the most of opportunities
The increasing cost of training and
further and higher education makes it
essential for individuals to know about
managing their money. They need to
know how to make decisions about
spending, saving and investing to ensure
their economic well-being now and in
the future
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

opportunities, including those that are
unforeseen or unplanned
Individuals need to know how to get
information, clarify values and
preferences, identify alternatives, weigh
up influences and advice, solve
problems, review decisions and make
plans. It also involves being able to cope
with chance events and unintended
consequences
Promoting themselves in a way that
attracts the attention of selectors and
recruiters as well as managing the
applications process requires individuals
to develop a range of self-presentation
and marketing skills that they will need
throughout their lives
Plans and decisions can break down if
individuals fail to prepare for the
occupation moves they need to make.
Awareness of how to cope with life
changes and transitions, partly gained
from reflecting on previous moves, can
support lifelong occupation
development and employability
Key Skills:
Listening
Speaking
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Problem Solving
Creativity
Staying Positive
Aiming High
Leadership
Teamwork

Additional Information
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Key
Stage:
5
Rolling

Curriculum Type:
All

Curriculum Area:
P16

Entry 1

Entry 2

Entry 3

Literacy/English:
RWI
Engaging in & developing early reading
& writing
Engaging & interacting with others &
the world around you
Developing communication skills
Making requests and asking questions in
familiar situations
Numeracy/Maths:
Developing number skills
Developing understanding of
measurement
Recognising time through regular events
Understanding what money is used for
Sequencing & sorting
PfA: See chart
Employment- WE, World of Work
Independent Living- DEC, Home
Management, Personal Skills
Friends, Relationships & CommunityEnvironment & Community, RSE

Literacy/English:
RWI
Understanding short texts and simple
instructions
Presenting written information in
different styles and formats
Providing personal information in
writing
Asking questions and making requests
in everyday situations
Managing social relationships
Numeracy/Maths:
Working with whole numbers up to 100
Estimating & measuring
Reading & recording time
Using coins & notes
Collecting & presenting numerical
information
PfA: See chart
Employment- WE & WRL, World of
Work

Literacy/English:
RWI
Understanding short texts and simple
instructions
Presenting written information in
different styles and formats
Providing personal information in
writing
Asking questions and making requests
in everyday situations
Managing social relationships
Numeracy/Maths:
Working with whole numbers up to
1000
Working with measurements
Working with time
Working with money
Presenting information in a chart
PfA: See chart
Employment- WRL, World of Work
Independent Living- Home
Management, Personal Skills
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Good Health- Personal Skills
Other:
ACE
Art, Craft & Enterprise
Music
ICT
PE & Sensory & Yoga
Transition prep.

Independent Living- DEC, Home
Management, Personal Skills
Friends, Relationships & CommunityEnvironment & Community, RSE Good
Health- Personal Skills
Other:
ACE
Art, Craft & Enterprise
Music
ICT
PE & Sensory & Yoga
Transition prep

Friends, Relationships & CommunityEnvironment & Community, RSE
Good Health- Personal Skills
Other:
ACE
Office Practice
Art, Craft & Enterprise
Horticulture
Music
Performing Arts
ICT
Media
PE & Sensory & Yoga
Transition prep.

PfA- Employment:
World of
Work

Entry 1- Developing skills in the
workplace following instructions,
Recognising work areas in the wider
community, Participating in a minienterprise project, Recognising centre
staff and the jobs they do, Preparation
for work

Entry 2- Carrying out routine tasks at
work, Getting ready for starting work,
Introduction to health and safety at
work Preparation for work, Rights and
responsibilities at work, Developing job
search skills

Entry 3- Completing a job application
form, Effective communication for
work, Preparation for work, Behaving
appropriately at work, Health and safety
procedures at work, Carrying out tasks
at work, Investigating rights and
responsibilities at work

PfAIndependent
Living:
Home
Management

Entry 1- Planning and preparing a simple
meal, Planning and preparing food for
an event, Using shopping facilities,
Selecting and using cooking equipment,
Participating in carrying out household

Entry 2- Food safety and storage,
Recycling and managing waste,
Following a simple recipe,
Understanding how to clean the home,
Shopping for daily living, Cleaning,
washing, drying and storing laundry

Entry 3- Household cleaning, Basic food
preparation, Food hygiene and safety
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tasks, Preparing drinks and snacks,
Looking after your own home
PfAIndependent
Living:
Personal
Skills

Entry 1- Rights and responsibilitieseverybody matters, Developing selfawareness- all about me, Taking part in
daily routine activities, Using
interpersonal skills to contribute to
positive relations, Having your say,
Keeping safe, Dealing with problems

Entry 2- Understanding routines,
Understanding interpersonal skills,
Finding your way around an unfamiliar
area, Developing self, Dealing with
problems in daily life, Individual rights
and responsibilities, Making the most of
leisure time, Managing own money,
Working as part of a group

Entry 3- Introduction to issues of
substance abuse, Developing self,
Dealing with problems in daily life,
Introduction to diversity, prejudice and
discrimination, Individual rights and
responsibilities, Making the most of
leisure time, Managing own money,
Managing social relationships, Personal
safety in the home and community,
Getting to a destination safely and on
time, Working as part of a group

PfAFriends,
Relationships &
Community:
Environment
&
Community

Entry 1- Responding to your local
natural environment, Identifying your
local community and facilities, Using a
community facility over a period of
time, Responding to community
facilities, Finding out about and using
community facilities, Travel within the
community- going places, RSE

Entry 2- Individual responsibilities in the
community, Community action, RSE

Entry 3- Introduction to the local
community, Increasing community
involvement, Community action, RSE

PfAGood
Health:
Personal
Skills

Entry 1- Emotional wellbeing, Healthy
living

Entry 2- Emotional wellbeing, Healthy
living

Entry 3- Personal body hygiene
awareness, Emotional wellbeing,
Healthy living
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Additional Information

Selection and number of units each term is dependent on appropriateness, need and interest
Where a student is achieving above Entry Level in English and/or Maths they will be given the opportunity to
study English and/or Maths at Level 1 or Level 2

Appendix 6 - Our Values

For further information on any aspect of Yewstock School Curriculum,
please contact the school office on 01258 472 796 or
office@yewstock.dorset.sch.uk and ask for the Deputy Head.

